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CHAPTER I 
IUTROIDCTION 
The problem.-- This is the development of a pr act ·cal study of ocean 
tides for use as one of the units to be inc l uded in a ganeral science cot1rse 
in secondary sohools e 
~e study is i ntended to provide science teachers in secondary schools 
with a means of interesting young students in obtaining an understanding of 
the forces that produce and complicate tidal movements. The investigation 
may be broken up into three areas : first, a non~technicel explanat i on of 
the reason why there are t i des; second, how a high school student may 
predict tides fairly accurately; ~1d third, the effects of the tides on man, 
animals, and plants as well as its effect on the earth and the moon. 
Ju.stifioat i on., -- In his hig..'lly technical world, man tends to take the 
fo rces of nature for granted .. The tide rises and falls t~ice daily and 
is u.rilloticed by most people . Those few who do observe it generally are not 
aware of the complexity of the forces involved in producing even a single 
high tide .. Most general sc ience text books devote very little spac e, if 
any, to the subject of tides . Some may go as far as letting their readers 
.know the effect of the moon and sun wi th respect t o the tides . 1Iost 
qu.estions brought up by general science students are perfectly obvious 
ones, but they do not find the answers in their books . The subject is not 
taut;ht enou.gh in class to stimulate further discussion. 
-1-
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I t is the belief of the 1Nri ter that the study of the tides should 
be treated in a general science course with the same emphasis as a unit 
i n chemistry, physics, astronomy, weather, or geology, because the tides 
are directly i nfluencing the content of these subjects . In the future, 
man may have to resort to the tide for energy iJec ause of laclt of f'uels. 
'!:here are ma1y industries that depend on the tide. A better understand-
ing oi· th8 tides by these industries will increase output . Perhaps a 
student in a general science class today will propose a new tileory on 
how ocean tides are formed . He may even invent some new instruments 
which cau accurately measure tidal currents where it has been almost 
impossible to do so . 
Soap§.-- This study is supported by the actual teaching of the suojeot 
matter to a general science c lass . A test was given to the students 
before the subject was tau~1t. The same test was r epeated after t he 
unit was completed, and the results of both of these testing s ·were analyzed .. 
Simple experim<mts were perfor med by the writer to illustrate some of y 
the tide- producing f orces • 
.1/Appendi- li contains material ti:la.t will help illustrate some of the 
po ints brought out i n this study. 
CHA.P'.I:ER I I 
THE NATURE 1\liiD THE EFFECTS OP 'l'I-lli TIDE- PROllJCING FORCES 
1. General Observations 
Although the tides were knoWn to have been observed five centuries 
before Christ, crude theories about them were prevalent until Newton, in 
the late seventeenth century, proved that they were a necessary consequence 
of the l aw of gravitation. Before this it was commonly believed that the 
earth was an animal and the tides were a result of its breathing. From 
Newton's time up to the present there has bettn a coutinuous increase in 
knowledge of the tide.· 
The ocean never rests. Just as soon as it completes t he task of 
filling a sea- shor ·basin with mi ll i on .of gallons of wat er ~ it irmnediately 
begins to empty it again. On a gently sloping shore the rise and fall of 
the tide is much more pronounc ed than on a sharply declining slope or 
cliff-type shore . 
High tide or high water may be def i ned as ~hat pha se of the tide where 
the rise has ceased and the fa l l is abou t to begin; on t he other hand, 
l ow tide or low water is tha t phase of the tide where the f all has ceased 
and t he rise is about to bebine High tide and low tide succeeu each other 
by average intervals of 6 hours and 12 minutes. The difference between 
h igh water and low wate r is referred to a s the r ru1ge of the tide. On the 
average there are 12 hoursand 25 minutes between t wo high tides and two 
loVl ti <.ies. '.i'he rise and fall of the tide do not move uniformly. J!'or 
example, after the high tide the water oegins to fall slowly; after a 
while it falls _ rapidly; then slowly; a.lld _ t hen just before the low tide 
it f alls rapidly again. The same phenomenon occurs as the tide rises. 
4 
wring an interval of one or two days after the full moon and the new 
moon, the tide rises higher and falls lower. These tides are called 
s.pring tides, and their r anges are known as spring r anges . :::> imilarly, 
during an interval of one or two days after the first and the third 
quarters of the moon, the tide rises and falls the least. 'l'hese tides 
are called neap tides and their ranges , neap ranges. For example, at 
Plymouth, l'.Iassachusetts, the range at the spring tides is from 16 to 18 
feet, but at neap tides it is only about 7 feet . 
The ·time of the tide is related to the movement of the moon. On the 
average, f r om day to day, the moon is 50 minutes late~ in its passage over 
the meridian of any place . There ie also ~ average daily retardation of 
50 minutes in the t ime of. high-arid low wat~r • . • Thus . ther.e is a -very ne~rly 
constant interval between t hese times and the moon•s meridian passage. 
The rise and fall of the tides varies greatly over the world. For 
example, in Boston, the .mean range (the average .difference between high 
and low water) is approximately 10 feet; the Bay of Fundy exhibits tides 
of about 50 feet. There are some places i n the world such as the Gulf 
of Mexico •hera t he tides rise onl y a foot or two. However, certain 
paints in the ocean appear to have no tides at all . These are known 
as amphodr omio pointe. One of these points is l ocated csouthwaat of Puerto 
Rico. In certain parts of the world such as Tahiti , the arrang~ent of 
5 
the land ru1d water is such that the ~ater i s effect ed mostly by the pul l 
of the sun; therefore, high water comes at noon and midnight; 10\v water, 
at six i n the eveni ng every day. Places on a map where hi gh water occurs 
at the same time are indi cated by ootid§l lines . 
2 . The Ti de- Produc i ng Forces 
The moon . - - The moon exerts the greatest gravitational force upon 
the ocean water . Theoretically, when the moon is directly over any point 
of the ocean, the intensity with which the moon attracts the water is 
greater than its i ntensity of attraction f or the earth as a whole; therefore, 
it pulls the water away from the ear th producing high water . The tide 
formed in this n~nner is call ed a direct tide . At the same yime , t he moon 
is attracting the solid earth with a , greater intensity than the water on 
the opposite side of the earth. It theref ore pulls the earth aw~ from 
the wat er producing hi gh water also. The latter is referred to a s an 
qpposi te tide . 
However, due to the complexity of the tides, the h }..gh tide does not 
occur just as the- moon passes overhead. There is a fairly definite interval 
between the time of the moon ' s passage over the meridian and the time of 
the next fo llowing rise of the tide. This interval , which is different 
or every port in the world, is known as the e.s.t ablishment of the port . 
For example, in Boston, the tide becomes high at ll;'t hours after the moon 
has crossed the meridi an; at New York, there i s an 8 hour intbrval; and jj 
at At lant ic City, a 1t hour i n t erval . 
i/H .. A. Marmer, T}AQ Tide ,- D. Appleton and Co y , New York• 1926 , p. 27 . 
6 
According to the physicists, the vertical component of the moon•s 
at tractive force is not concerned i n the making of the tide .. It is the 
horizontal component of the moo11 ' s attract i on that causes the tides. In 
other words, when the moon is directly above any point, it only reduces 
the pull of the earth on the water at that point . Since its force is 
very weak, it can not raise the water itself, because a very great force 
is required to lift the water vertica l ly away from the earth. However. 
because of the great mobility of water, even a very ~11 force can pro-
duce motion horizoutallyjl Thus· during the period of 12 hours and 25 min-
uta , from moonrise to moonset , the water is baing pulled horizontally, 
fir t to the east and then t o the west .. 
Briefly, it aa.n be said that in a lunar day, there are two full cycles 
of these forces. Each cyole occupies 12 hours and 25 minutes , because the 
tiQ.e-producing forces are the same when the moon is directly above or ·on 
the opposite side of any point on the earth.. It is the horizontal forces 
which cause the rhythmic movement of the ocean tide. For 6 hours and 12 
minutes the movement is away from the land causing low tide.. For the other 
6 hours and 12 minutes the movement is toward the land causing high tide. 
Therefore, high tide and low tide follow each other at intervals of 6 
hours and 12 minutes, making two hi gh tides and two low tides in a lunar 
day. The horrizontal tide-producing forces vary for different latitudes 
and change from hour to hour . Sinoe the period of these tidal forces is 
half a day, they are called semidiurnal (semidaily) forces . 
The sun. -- The tide-produc i ng forces of the sun can be derived i n 
the same way as those of the moon. Because the sun's apparent revolution , 
7 
around the earth takes place in a period of 24 hours instead of 24 ho~rs 
and 50 minutes like the moon's apparent revolution, the interval between 
two solar high tides and t o solar low tides is exactly 12 hours8 
Spring and neap tides.~- At the new moon, the sun and the moon are 
over a given meridian at the same time; therefore, their tide-producing 
forces are acting in the same direction thus causing a spring tide. At 
the full moon, the sun and the moon are on the opposite sides of the earth; 
but the tide-producing forces are the same ·when the moon {or sun) h 
directly above or on the opposite side of any poiht on the earth.. Hence, 
at full moon, spring tides are also produced. 
When the moon is in its first or third quarters, the sun and the moon 
are 6 hours apart; therefore, while the sun is urging the waters eastward, 
the moon is urging them westward, and vice versa. In other words, these 
forces tend to neutrali~e eaoh other with a result that there is a tide 
produced which rises and falls very .slightly as compared to the rest of the 
time .. This tide is the neap tide, and it occurs during the time of the 
first and third quarters~ For example, in New York Harbor, the tides are 
about 20 per cent greater than average when the moon is full or new, and 
about 20 per cent smaller than average when the moon is in its first and 
third quarters. 
Length of a month.-- bTom one new moon to the next, or from one full 
moon to the next full moon, is referred to as a lunar month, which ia 
approximately 29t days long. It is also the period of time taken by the 
moon to go once around the earth with reference to the sun· 
' 
therefore, it 
is also called the synodic month. ~here is also another kind of month 
8 
known as the sidereal month (star month), which is the period during which 
the moon goes from one star to the same star again. Its length is approx-
1/ 
imately 271/3 days. 
The moon's orbit ~-- The moon ' s orbit around the earth is an ellipse; 
therefore, during its revolution, it will be near to the earth at one po int 
and far £rom the earth at another point. Vlhen the moon is nearest to the 
earth, or in perigee, its attraction for the waters of the earth are greater 
t han when it is furthest from. the earth or in apogee . For exa~ple, in New 
York Harbor, it has been found that when the moon i s in perigee, the tides 
are about 20 per cent greater than average; ahd when' the moon is in. apogt3e, 
the tides are aoout 20 per cent less than average. Since the synodic month 
{29t days) and the sidereal month (271/3 days) are slightly different, the 
relation of full moon to perigee is oha.nging continually; therefore,. there 
will be times hen the moon is both full or new and also in perigee. At 
such times the tides have an unusually great rise and fall. Similarly, 
there will be times when the moon is in apogee and also in its first or 
third quarter. At such times there is an unusually small tide . For example, 
in New York Harbor, at any time when the moon is both full or new and in 
perigee, the rise and fall of the tide should be about 40 per cent grea ter 
than avera.;e. "fuen the mo.on is iu apogee and also in its :first quarter or 
third quarter, the tide should be 40 per cent less than usual. 
WhY the moon nlays the leading role in the production of the tides.--
i/William T. Skilling and Robert s. Richardson, A Brief Text in Ast ronopty, 
Henry Holt and Company, 1954, P• 96. 
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T.his depends on two factors . ~irs t , t he power ·to produce tides varies 
exact ly as the amount of matter in the body; that is, the greater the 
body the greater the tidal force. Second, the further the body the lesser 
the tidal force; but when the distance is doubled the tidal force i 
reduced eight times. If the sun and the moon ere at the same distru1ce 
from the earth, the sun•s tide-producing power should be more than 26,000,000 
times as great as the moon; however , the moon being 389 times nearer the ]j 
earth than the sun gives it an advantage over the sun. Thus the tide ... 
producing force of the sun is less than half that of the moon. The tidal 
effects of other heavenly bodies on the earth are practically nothing, 
because they are either too small and too far away or simply just too far 
a 'lay. 
Differences in daily tides.-- Since the moon moves around' the earth 
in an orbit which is inclined to t he plane of the equator, the moon swings 
about as far north and south in a month as the sun does in the course of 
a year. This introduces a factor into the tide-producing forces. \1hen 
the moon is on the equator, the tide-producing forces repeat themselves 
exac tly every 12 lunar hours. There is no difference between morning 
and afternoon tides in this oase . ;:'hen the moon is either north or south 
of the equator, the tidal forces do not exactly repeat themselves every 
12 lunar hours. It is only vhen the earth has completed a full rotation 
tha.t the tide-producing force s for any point are again the same. The morn-
ing and afternoon tides are some hat different in this case . In other 
words. the tidal forces due to the moon are of two kinds, the first having 
a period of half a lunar day {_semidiyrnal or semidaily forces l , and the 
1/H. A~ Marmer, op, oit . , P• 35. 
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second having a period of a whole lunar day {diurnal or daily forces). 
The oroit of the sun, like that of the moon, is inclined to the 
plane of the earth's equator. Some of the sun• s tide-producing force is 
like that of the moon, part semidiurnal and part diurnal. The period of 
the moon' s diur~l force is 24 hours and 50 minutes, while the period of 
the sun's diurnal force is 24 hours. When the sun is not at the equator, 
its diurnal forces tend to produce inequality in the two tides of the day, 
but the moon's diurnal forces are the predominating constituents. 
The fact that the two high tides of the day do not rise to the same 
height above sea level and the two low tides_ do not . fall the same distance 
below sea level is known as diurnal inequality. As mentioned before, it 
is due to he fact that the orbits of the sun. and the moon are i nclined 
to the :plane of the earth's equator. ·.-;hen the moon is near the equator, 
the morning and afternoon tides are very much alike. When the moon has 
reached its maxinn.un semimonthly north or south declination, the diurnal 
ina quality attains its grea;; est value; that is, the morning and a.f t ornoon 
tides are the most different from each other. rhese are referred to as 
tropic tides, since the moon is near one or the other of the tropics. •me 
range of such tides is called the ~ropic range. 
Ideal conditions verses real conditions.-- As the moon crosses the 
sky toward the west, the tida l force is exerted on the water farther and 
farther to the west~ If the seas were deep enough, a tidal wave would 
roll westward across the ocean, always under the moon. Such a tidal wave 
would have to travel 1000 miles au hour at the equator; the sea would have 
to be about 13 miles dae:p at the equator for a tidal wave to remain always 
under the moon and thera could be no continents or shallow places to 
ll 
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interrupt the steady flow. In other words, every high tide would occur 
about the time of the moon's local meridian passage, and the low tide, 6 hours 
and 12 minutes later. The extent of the rise and fall of the tide would 
vary strictly with the latitude being greatest near the equator and least 
at the poles. The tide of all places having the same latitude would have 
absolutely similar characteristics. Under these ideal conditions, the 
time and characteristics of the tide at any point would be completely 
specified as soon as its latitude and longitude were known. 
In reality, however, the tides are very complicated and have no 
respect for the ideal world entirely covered with water. High tide and 
low tide occur at all possible hours before and after the moon's meridian 
passage with complete di sregard of latitude and longitude . A good example 
of this is furnished by the tides at the two ends of the Panama Canal. 
The P~ ific and the Atlantic ends of the canal have totally different 
tides. At Colon, on the Atlantic s ide , the tides have a r ise and fall of 
less than a foot on the average, and generally there is but one high and 
low tide in a day. On the Pacific side at Balboa, two high and two low tides 
occur during the day. The tide has a rise and fall of 12 to 16 feet. 
The response of the sea to the tide-producing forces discussed in 
the preceding paragraphs is not simple or regular. The continents &nd 
islands rising out of the ooean divide the waters of the earth into a 
number of irregular shaped basins of varying depths. Sinc e the sun's 
tides always come at tha same time and the moon's tides tend to become 
later each day by 50 minutes, it follows that the sun's tide is sometimes 
i/William T. Skilling, op~ git,., P• 122. 
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earlier and sometimes later than that of the moon. ~~en it is earlier, 
its effect is to make the combined tide somewhat earlier than the average, 
and the interval by which the tide follows the moon at such times is less 
than average . Vllien the sun's tide is later than that of the moon, the 
i nterval by which high tide or low tide follows the moon ' s transit is 
greater than the average. Thus the combined tide is later than average . 
Characteristics of the tides of the Atlgnti . and Paqifio coasts Of the 
United States and o·r the Gulf of Mexioo . -- On the Atlantic ooast there are 
two high and two low tides each tidal day (24 hours and 50 minutes) . The 
morning and afternoon tides are very much alike . The diurnal inequality in 
the height of the tide exists almost wholly in the high waters, the low 
waters e~1ibiting very little inequality. However, in comparison with 
the range of the tide , the inequality, even in the high w ter, is very 
small. The interval between the moon's meridian passage and high or low 
water is vary nearly constant , only infrequently varying by as much as an 
hour from the average value. ina rise and fall of the tide varies from 
day to day in accordance _with the moon's phase and its varying distanoe 
from the earth. Spring tides and perigean tides are 20 par cent greater 
than average . Neap tides and apogean tides are 20 par cent less than aver-
age . Spring tides do not occur on the day when the moon is full or new but 
a day later. Likewise, neap tides occur a day after the moon 's first or 
third quarters. It is about 1t days after the moon is in perigee that the 
tide has it fl "l:<G&.teat range and 1~ days after the moon is in apogee that 
the range is 1 ast . This retard in response of the tide is aalled the 
age of the tidg, and i t is generally ascribed to the effect of friction. 
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Generally speaking, throughou t the world, the greater inequality in the 
1.1 
height of the tide, the greater inequality also in the time of the tide . 
On the Atlantic coast the duration of the rise and the duration of the 
fall are approximately equal, each being about 6 hours and 12 minutes. 
On the ?ac ific coast there are two high a.ud two low tides each tidal 
day.. 'l!here arc ~narked differences between cons utive high waters or low 
waters; therefore, it is convenien t to have distincGive names for each of 
the se tides. Of the two high wat ers of any day, the higher one is called 
t he higher high water; and the l ower one, the lower high water. Of the 
two low wa ters, th•3 higher one is called the higher l ow water; and the 
lower one, .. the lower low water. In the tropic tide in San Francisco t he 
higher low water is about mean sea. level. There is diurnal inequality 
in the time of the tides. To illustrate this point the following inter -
vals have been observed for the tropic tides at the Golden Gate: From.lower 
high wat er to higher high wat er, 10 hours; from higher high water to lower 
high water, 14 hours and 50 minutes; from higher low water to lower low 
water, 13 hours and 30 minutes ; and from lower low water to higher lo y . 
water, 11 hours and 20 minutes . Spring tides occur 5 hours after the moon 
is new or full. Perigean tides follow the moon's perigee by an interval 
of 2 days.. In other respects, the tides of the Paoifdc coast behave like 
those of the Atlantic coast. 
The tides of the Gulf of Mexico resemble those of the Atlantic coast 
when there is very little diurnal inequality. This occurs when the moon 
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is at the equator. Twenty-five per cent of the tides ere are like this. 
Fifty per c ent of the time, the Gulf of ~xioo ' s tides resemble those of 
the Pacific coa st. These tides occur when the moon is between the equator 
and its maximum position north or south of it. When the moon is .1.urthe s t 
north or south; (that is, when there is max imum diurnal inequality), the 
lower high water aud the higher low water differ onl y very s liglltly .. In 
fact, the differen.oe is so slight that they seem to merge into each other 
so there is but one high and one low tide occuring during the day.. This 
situation occurs 25 per cent of the time. In other respects the t i des of 
the Gulf of Mexico behave like those on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. 
Types of tides. -- It has ueen suggested that the tides are brought 
abou t by two clas ses of tide-producing forc es , the semidiurnal (semidaily) 
forces g iving rise to a tide ha.vin:; a period of hal f a. day, and the diurnal 
(daily) giving rise to a tide having a peri od of a who le day. If the tide-
producing forces v1ere wholly of t he sernida.ily type, there wo-...ld be two 
complete cycles in a. day; that if:i, t wo high and two low waters . The morn-
ing and af t ernoon t ides would be a like in all ·resp a ts If the tide-
produc ing forces we re to be holly of' the daily type, only one high and 
one low tide would occur during a lunar day. If, however, the tide-produc-
ing forc es were to be partly of the daily and partly of the semidaily type, 
the heigh t of the tide at any moment would be the sum of ~1e heights of 
the daily and semidaily tides at that moment. This br i ngs about morning 
anti a fternoon tides that .are very different f rom each other. 
Thus there are th~ee princ ipal t ypes of tides, the semidaily 9 the 
daily, and the mixed type . Semidaily tides oc cur where there are t wQ high 
ano t wo low tides each tidal day, with little diff erence bet1!leen morning 
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and afternoon tides or little diurnal inequality. ~~enever there are 
two dgh and two low tides each tidal day, but with considerable di£:fer-
ences between the morning and the afternoon tides or considerable diurnal 
inequality, the tides are classified as the mixed t~~e. tide tha t shows 
but one high and one low wat er is classed as a daily tide. 
Classification of harbors and ports.-- These places are ·· classffi ed on 
the basis of tl1e type of tide that is prevalent most of the time. There 
is no place tnat just has one type of tide. All tides are,made up Of 
daily and semidaily constituents , which have varying ratios . In the 
At lantic Ocean the semidaily constituent is the predominant one; in the 
Pacific and Indian Oceans tne semidaily and the daily constituents are 
present wi th comparable ranges, and in t ne Gulf of Iexioo the daily is 
the predominant constituent . At Honolulu the daily and semidaily constit-
uents have a ratio of four to one Because of this, there is only one 
h i gh tide and one low tide in a lunar day. The other high and low wat er 
marge together to form a stand of several hours. The merging of a h igh 
and low water is known as a vanishing tide.. It is the high low water and 
the low hi gh water that merge . Different seas respond di fferently to the 
i nteraction of the semidaily and daily constituents. For example, s ome 
places may have inequality in high water only; other places may have in-
equality in low water only; some places may have inequality in bo th. 
River tides . -- The direct effect of the tide-producing forces of the 
sun and moon on river waters is a ltogether negligible. The tides in rivers 
are due to the tides in the seas with which they connect. The effect of 
friction and of the river current on the advancing tide results in a 
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longer period of fall and a corresponding decrease in the period of rise . 
Usually the tidal range decreases as one travels upstream. However, if 
the channel of a river contracts r apidly upstream, there may be a larger 
tidal range• This is due to the fact that the concentration of energy 
of the tidal impulse in a smaller space may overcome the frictional effects . 
Bores. -- In a river with a broad mouth, the current of the river 
tends · to prevent the tide form rising. After a struggle the tide over-
whelms the river current forming a great wall of water which travels up-
stream in the form of a single large wave {or at the most two or three 
\vaves) behind which the water is several feet h~gher. This wave is called y 
a bore . Bores occur about midway between low water and high water. y 
The Amazon is remarkable for the dista1we its bores travel upstream. 
They travel approximately 200 miles; therefore, the bores of a s many as 
five flood tides may actually be moving up the river at one time. On the 
Tsient&l~ River, which empties into the China Sea, all shipping is oontrolled 
by the bore which is the largest &lld the most dangerous in the world. 
During most of the month the bore advances up the river in-, a wave which is 
8 to 11 feet high, moving at a speed of 12 to 13 knots . At spri ng tide 
the crest of the advaneing wave is said to rise 25 feet above the surface 
of the river. 
Reversing falls.-~ Another phenomenon sometimes exhibited by tides 
in rivers is the so-called reversible tidal waterfall . lfhen the tide is 
rising at its greatest rate midway between low water and high water, a 
1/Henry Strommel, Soienoe of the Seven Seas, Cornell Mariti1ne Press, New 
York, 1945, PP• 61-62 . 
~Rachel L. Carson, The Sea Around Us, OXford University Press, New York, 
1951. P• 162. 
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narrow gorge does not pe~it sufficient passageway for the large volume 
of water. Therefore, at this time, the water rises higher on the ocean 
side of the gorge and a waterfall is formed in the upstream direction. 
This continues until the tide comes to high water and starts falling 
to the point where the water on the two sides of the gorge is at the same 
level. From this time the water on the upstream side of the gorge oa.n 
not fall as rapidly as on the ocean side; therefore, a higher la~el now 
results on the upstream side of the gorge, with a waterfall in the dmvn-
strea.m direction~ 
3. Tidal Currents 
Definition. -- The tide-producing forces of the suna.nd the moon cause 
t wo kinds of motion. The vertical movement is called the .tW.; the hori zon-
tal movement is culled the tidal curl"ent . Both of these movements together 
make up the tidal movement. 
Importance . -- In navigation, the tide is a matter of pl"ime importance 
in the immediate vici1ity of the coast or in areas of shoal water ~ Out in 
the open sea, the navigator i s sure of sufficient depth; therefore, he 
disregards the tide but is concerned with the tidal current. 
The relationship between the tide and the tidal curr ent •. - The relation-
Ship between the tide and the tidal current is very complicated and is not 
·the same everywhere . At one place a strong current may accompimy a. tide 
having a moderate rise and fall, While at another place a similar rise and 
fall of the tide may be accompanied by a very wea.lc current . Likewise, the 
time relation between current and tide at different places is subject t o 
wide variation. 
Tidal currents must oe distingui shed from nontidal currents. In 
br ooks and rivers, the current tll;.it c ··r1·ies the water from the l and to 
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the sea is due to gravity, not to the tide- producing forces. \'linds blow-
ing steadily for a number .of hours over extensive bodies• of ,water also 
give rise to nontidal currents. In the open sea, there are great st ro ... , 
like the Gulf Stream, which form part of the system of oceanic c L cul at i on 
brought about by wind, differences in t emperature, and differences in the 
density of the sea water. Diffe rences in the density of the sea wuter are 
not only due to differences in temper a ture of the sea water, but also du e 
t o the differences in salt content which in turn depends upon the rate 
of evaporation of sea water at the surface, the a.n:.ount of rainfall and 
melting ice, or the inflow of large rivers. 
Tidal currents in rivers and bays .-- In the open ocean as well as 
inshore tidal waters, tidal currents and nontidal currents occur together; 
therefore, the actual current experienced at any time is the result of t he 
interaction of two classes of currents. The upstream direction of the 
tidal current is referred to as flood; _ the downstream direction, as ebb . 
If one is observing a current during any flood or ebb period at the head 
of the tidal water., he notices that the current does not flow vvi th a 
constant velocity.. At the instant when the current changes in direction 
from flood to ebb or vice versa, there is no horizontal movement of the 
water; therefore, the velocity of the currant at that instant is zero . 
This phase of the current is known as the slack of the current or slack 
water. Slack water may therefore be defined as that period of time during 
which the current is at a standstill, neither flooding, nor ebbing. For 
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practical purposes, however, slack water can include the interval of time 
dur ing which the velocity of the cur rant is less than one-tentll of a knot. 
After the slack water the velocity of the current increase~ gradually 
for a period of 3 hours until a maximum velocity is attainede rhis max-
imum velocity is known as the strength of the ourrent 10 which for the flood 
period is called strength of the f l ood and for the ebb period, s trengt h of 
the ebb. After the strength of the current has been reached, t he velocity 
of the current decreases gradually for another period of about 3 hours 
~hen the slack water occurs againa Then the current reverses its direction 
and goes through a similar cyc le of ab out 6 hours in that direction. At 
the head of the tidal water the slack of t11e current oomes at tlle time 
of h i gh and low water, while at the entrance to a river, the slack water 
c omes midway between high and low water or low and high water. 
Variations of current s .-- During the time of new and full moon, when 
the spring tides occur, the current shows an i nc rease in velocity; during 
the time of the first or third quarter, when the neap tides occur, there 
are relatively ·.veak currents. Al o perigean tides bring current vel ocities 
great er than the average, vn1ile apogean tides bring current velocities less 
than aver age . Therefore, it can be said that changes in the moon' s phase 
and distance bring about changes in the velocity of tidal currents which 
are proportional to the corresponding change in the range of the tide . 
The tidal current, like tne tide, exhibit diurnal inequality. In 
general the diurnal inequality in the current at any place is about half 
that of the tide. Thus the variations in the range of the t i ae brought 
about by semidaily tide-producing forces are refleoted in the velocity 
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of the current in the same proportion, wl1ile variations in range brought 
about by daily forces are reflected only hal f as much in t he velocity of 
]) 
t he curr:ent . 
By means of observation with a Price Current Me t er , it has been found 
that; the tidal movement extends f rom t he surfac e of the water to the very 
oottom~ The velocity of the current a t the bott om is practically t he 
same as at the surface. Hmvever, i n most t~~ical situations where a river 
empties into the sea, the velocity and durat i on for a flood current at 
s t rength i s less than that of an ebb cur rent . For example, at t he entrance 
to the Hudson River, on a certain day, the flood curr ent had a velocity 
a t s t rength Of l e2 knot s and a duration of 5 hours and 2 minutes; while 
t he ebb current had a streng:th of 2 .. :~ knot s and a duration of 7 hour s y 
and 23 minutes . This means that wa ter was running out for a. l onger 
period and with a. greater veloc i ty than it \vas rum1ing ine Yet it is 
obvious that the outflow of w~ t er can not be gr ea t er than the inflow; 
therefore, the excess of the outflow mu st be nont idal wa.ter e This is t he 
water that drains off the land and finds its way by stream and rivulets 
to the mouth of a river to be carried into the sea.. Since the ocean wat er 
t hat the tide c rries is salty, it is therefore heavier t han the nontida l 
·1at er in a river or u bay~ The nontidal water tends to remai n near the 
surface.. As it flows toward the sea , it must increase the velocity of 
the ebb current by its own velocity and decrease the velocity of th f l ood 
current by the same amount; and as a further consequence , it inc r·n~.e~~rs 
i/n. Ae Marmer, op, cit . , P• 94. 
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· the duration of ebb and decrease& the duration of flood. 
During periods of heavy r ainfall or overflowing of streams, the 
volume of nontidal water setting downstream may be so. great as to give 
rise to a velocity greater than the velocity of the tidal current at 
the strength of the flood; therefore, the flood current is oo~pletaly over-
coma. At such times the current may be flowing seaward at all times. 
Many times i t is necessary fo r the owner of a boat to know how long 
the slack water will last. Even the Queen Mary wai t s -: for slack water to 
coma into her pier, otherwise the tidal current might swing the ship against 
the pier with enough force to crush it. Table 1 illustrates a mathematical 
relationship worked out between the veloc ity of the currant at strength 
and the duration of a slack water . The data for this ·tabla is from H. A. y 
Yarmar 's The Tide . 
Table 1. A Mathematical Beiationship Between the 
Velocity of the CUrrent at Strength 
and the Duration of a Slack Water 
Yelocity of the Current at 
Strength in Knots 
( ll 
! ••••••..••..••••••••••••••• 
2 •• • •••••••••••••• ~·· · ····· 
3 • •••••• ••••••••••••••••• ~ ... 
4ee ••••••~•••••• • •• • •• ••• ••• 
5 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6 •••••••• •• ~·······~······~· 
8 • • ~. •••a••••••••a••••••••• 
lO• ••~•••••••••••••w••••••••e 
i}Ibid., P• 98. 
y'Ibid .. , P• 102 .. 
Duration of Slack 
Water in Minutes 
(2} 
24 
12 
a 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
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Types of waves.-- A body of water which is disturbed from its con-
dition of rest tends to set up waves . There are three types of waves . 
They differ in form and circumstances. A wave when it first forms in 
:vi nd-blown water is called a ~· l'lhen it has advanced out of a storm 
a rea and is its own momentum, it i s called a swell .. Vhen it reaches, 
land and breaks, it is called a surf. 
The k ind of wave motion concerned with the study of tides.-- There 
are two ldnds of 11ave motion concerned here, the Progressive and the 
stationary type. If one fills a rect ru1gular tank with vmter and agitates· 
the water at one end with a paddle, he may start a wave which advances or 
progres ses from one end of the tank to the other . A wave motion of this 
kind is called progressive-wave moti on.. One might set up in his tank of 
water a wave motion of an entirel y different kind by raising and then 
immediately lowering 0110 end of tne tank.. The water will then swash 
alternately from one end of the tank to the other about an axi s situated 
in the middle of the tank. This kind of wave mot ion is known as stationary-
wave motion .. 
.b'actors that det ermine the veloc ity of the curran J.n coastal ·or . in- · · 
land tidal waters .. -- Exist i ng bodies of water are not of simple geometric 1 
form. Irregularities in the shore line and in the depth introduce complic-
ating factors . '.i!he tidal movements i n a body of water ms.y consist partly 
of vrobressive and stationary waves. In mo s t oays and rivers t he tide 
enters a s a progressive wave, wher ea. in a body of wat er opening at one 
end into a larger ba ~ in stationary-wave motion is dominant . 
The two factors that determine the velocity of the current in coastal 
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or inland tidal waters at any point along the channel are: first, the 
volume of' water that must flow through the channel in a tidal period 
past the point; and second, the area. of the cross section of the channel 
at that point . The latter factor generally makes the current, more than 
the tide, immediately responsive to changes in geographic or hydrographic 
features . In a channel of uniform width and depth the effect of friction 
on a progressive tide wave is to decrease the range of the tide and the 
velocity of the current from the mouth upward. In a stationary tiQe wave , 
however, the range of the tide increases from mouth to head, but the 
velocity of the current must decrease, since the volume of water passing ]j 
any given cross section decreases from mouth to head. 
Offshore tidal currents .-- The type of tidal current that occurs in 
relatively narrow channels of rivers and bays are classified as rectilinear 
currents . As ha s been mentioned before, they are characterized by distinct 
periods of flood and ebb dur:lng which the direction of the current is 
constant . The change from flood to ebb or ebb to flood is marked by slack 
water. On the other hand, offshore currents are rotary currents , which 
are characterized by the fact that they are constantly changing in direction 
without any slack water. They rotate at an average of approximately 29 
degrees per hour; therefore, in a period of 12 hours and 25 minutes , they 
will have gone completely around the compass . 
The velocity and the direction of the tidal current except in very 
shallmv water, from the·surface to near tha bot tom, are pract ically the 
same. It mi~ht be ell to note , howeverf that the currents brought about 
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by the wind behave in an entirely different manner and are strongest 
near the surface. 
Offshore rotary currents rotate in some parts of the world in a 
cloc~Nise direction; in other parts of the world, in a countercloolcwise 
direction. The velocity as well as the direction of the rotary currents 
changes each hour . If these are plotted for a period of 12 hours and 
25 minute s, an elli.pse representing the currant is formed. Current 
ellipses vary from nearly circular to very narrow. 
Variations of current ellipses.-- During the lunar month the rotary 
current s undergo much variation. YJhen the moon is full or new 9 the current 
ellipse is larger than average. This iudioates that the offshore tidal 
currents have a greater velocity during this time. On the other hand, 
when the moon is in its first or third quarter, the ellipse is srnaller 
than average thus indicatiug that the velocity of the offshore tidal 
current during this period is less . 1he rotary current also shows the 
6.eclinational effec t;s of the moon. ·:man the moon is over the equator , 
t he two successive ellipses .of the tidal day are very ~ch alike. On the 
other hand, vvhen the moon is not at the equator, there are two different 
ellipses in the tid~l day. \~1en the moon is at its greatest north or at 
its greates t south declination, the two ellipses shov• CO!lsidera.ble differ-
ences. On the At lantic coast the tides exhibit little diurnal inequality; 
therefore, the rotary ourrents show iittle diurnal inequality. On the 
Pacific coast the tides are characterized by considerable diurnal inequality, 
thus the offshore currents show considerable diurnal inequality. 
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4.. The l1Iaking of the Ocean 'l'ide 
Two theories in use tod:n.-- The Progress ive-wave theory and the 
stationary-v1ave theory are c ommonly used today to explain how a tide is 
formed. It has been impossible to prove or disprove these two theories . 
It is up to a future scientist to prove one of these theories, disprove 
both o~ them, or propose a new theory which is better than these two. 
way~e he will be able to prove his own theory. 
'.!:he progressive-wave theory.-- 'l'he progressive-wave theory states 
thut the tides originate in the Southern Ocean. .£..ccording to this theory, 
the ~idal forces raise two tidal ~aves 180 degrees apart in longitude, 
which travel from east to wes t. They are constrained by the moon to keep 
in step with its own motion. As each of these waves sweeps past the Cape 
of Good Hope, it 5eneratas a 'lJ ~ve which travels up the Atlantic Ocean. It 
is this secondary wave, generated by the primary tidal wave of tha Southern 
Ocean that determines the tide on the shores border1ng the Atlantic Ocean. 
It must be mentioned that the secondary wave travels freely, according to 
depth, while the primary tiaal wave in the ~outhern Ocean keeps in step 
with the moon. It travels not as a free wave but as a forced wave com• 
pelled by the moon. to lceep in time with its own movement .. 
Under the progressive-wave theory, the tide-producing forces acting 
on the wa.ters of the Atlantic Ocean must be assumed as tending to give 
rise to a primary tidal wave just as described for the Southern Ocean. 
The obstruction of the land masses to the east and west do not permit 
this tidal wave to become well-developed ; therefore, as stated before , 
tne tides i n th~ t lantic Ocean are considered due princip~ly to the 
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secondary free wave brought abou.t by the tidal wave of the Southern 
Ocean. As the secondary wave travels up the Atlantic, ·the time of the 
tide should be later a s one travels northward. This is true for the 
continents of South America and .Africa.. The progressive-wave theory 
explains that the cause for greater ranges of tides at different places 
is due to the narrowing of the ocean channel . It also explains the age 
of the tide. That is, a t most places the greatest range of the t i de does 
not occur on the days of full or new moon, but a day or more later. This 
delay is blown as the age of the tide . The progressive-wave theory assumes 
the tide in the Southern Ocean .to respond immediately to the moon and sun; 
and the age of the t ide at any place in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian 
Ocean is the time talcen by the secondary tidal wave to travel from i ts 
ori5in to the place wnere the tide is observed. 
The stationary-wave theor;z:.-- Dr .. R .. A. .. Harris, who was a tidal math-
emat ician for the United States Coast and Geodet ic Survey, made the stat i on-
ary-wave the basis of a new theory of the ma....lt.ing of the ocean tide . This 
newer theory is known as the stationary-wave theory. It is opposed to 
t he progressive-wave theory .. 
Every body of water, whether natural or artificial, has its own 
period of oscillation; that is, movement back and forth like water in a 
dish pan or a bath tub vvheu it is disturbed ., Tidal scientists believe 
that the world's waters can be divided into oscillating systems or areas 
with their .o>vn period of oscillation determined oy the size, shape, and 
depth of these areas, It is also these factors that produce irregularities 
in the t ime anu magnitude of the tidal rhythms.. How, how far, and how 
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much the tide will rise depends on such things as the slope of the bot t om, 
the depth of a channel; and . the widt'h .of a bay's entrance. " 
This theory seems to offer the bast exvlanation for local . differen~ ~ 
in tidal range. When the ha rmonic movement of the waters i n any be i n 
happins to coincide with tne rhythmic motion of the water produced by 
the daily and s emid.aily tide-pr oducing forces of the sun and the moon, the 
tidal range is ex tremely high; when the harmonic movement 9f the wat ers 
in any basin does not coincide with the motion resulting from the tide- -
producing forces, these rhythmic motions tend to neutralize each other; 
therefore, the tidal ra.."lge is small~ Also a locality situated at either 
end of a basin will experience highGr tides than one at the central node 
in the same way tnat the ends of a seesaw experience more motion than 
the middle.. For example, the Bay of :B'undy, where 3,680 billion cubic 
f'eet of wa~er rU.sh in and out of its fun11el, lies a t the end of a basin 
J} 
whose period of oscillt::-.t i on is i n step with the solar and lunar rhytJ:un~: .. 
It has been est imat ed that 10 billion tons of water are carried each day y 
there· by the tidal currents • 
. The differences in the tides in the Atlantic and Pacific sides of 
the Panama Canal are accounted for in t h is theory.. ThiJ Pacific Ocean 
entrru1ce to the Panama Canal i s situated a.t one end of an oscillating 
system; t ilerefor e, the tide should have a co:usiderable rise and fall. Th 
Atlantic side of the Panama Canal communicates with tho Carribbean Sea, 
j}Lincoln Barnett, "1Iiraole of the Sea", Life, (February 9., 1953}., 34:72. 
• 
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which, together with the ~lf of Llexico ., is cut off from th. osc illo.ting 
systems of the Atlantic Ocoa.u by islands and reefs that stretch from 
Florida to ti1e northern coast of South .America .. lso the body of' ater 
-made up by the Gulf of 1Iexico and the Carribbean Sea is., with respect to 
the sernidail;v tidal forces, not of proper length and depth to sustain 
ru1y considerable semiclaily oscillation. It is of' the proper shape to 
respond to the daily tide- vroducing forces; therefore, tnere is a daily 
tido with a small rise and fall 
~he stationary- wave theory also explains the beh,.vior of tne tide on 
tne shores of the esland of Tahiti where tho tide is hi5'h .t noon and 
midni_;h t and 1 o;r at 6 .d..l.l. and 6 P .. l.I . every day.. 'l'ahi ti is i1.1 such a 
position with respect to tne oscillatine, systems fo r . the lunar semid ... ily 
forces tnat they have little effect on it, ·uut it is located so that the 
Sl~n ' s samidaily osc illating syste!Jl takes over 
It mi6 ht be interesting to nota il.ow the progressive- wave theory explains 
tho behavi or of the tides at Tahit i.. .t!ollo',iers of the proe ressive- vrve 
tlieory oolieve that tnere is an interference of t o tidal \'laves coming 
from different directions. The lunar constituents of these Naves have 
aprrox i ma.tely equal rant;e and are 6 hours apart; thus, th'" h i c;h v1ate r 
of one coincides ·with the low r.rater of tha other .. The lunar tide is 
t nerafore neutralized and it is only the solar tide th~t shov1s any rise 
and fall .. 
~ffegts of wind and weather on tides .-- A wind blowing from tho sea 
tends to r a ise the level of the sea along the coast, while a wind blowing 
from t11e land tends to lO\ er it. I n tne former case, the wind creates a 
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currant which transports water toward the coast; in the latter case the 
water is carried away from the coast . It is obvious that with landward 
winds high water will rise higher than average, while the depth to which 
the l ow water fall is less than average .. Similarly, winds blowing seaward 
reduce the l:leight of high water and augment the depth to which lo·N water 
falls. The wind has no effect on the tide-producing forces . On the other 
hand, a steady v1ind from a given direction, aft Gr suffic i ent time has 
elapsed, establishes ru1 equilibrium between wind and sea level . That is 
to say, the range of the tide, in general, show no change. 
It should be noted, however, that the effect of the wind on the range 
of the tide is not everywhere the same, because it is very grea tly modified 
by such local features; namely, the extent of exposure to t he wind, config-
ura tion of shore lines, and depth of the wat er . The wind has its greatest 
influence on tlle surface of a bod;r of wat er.. This influence dec r eases 
r api dil T from t ile surface downward.. Other things being equal, a wind of a 
givon strength rvill raise or lower the level of a shallow body of water to 
a greater extent than that of a. deep body of water .. 
The time of t he tide is not clist-J.rbed by steadily blowinG wi ds. 
However, with variable wind , especially during heavy storr..ns, .t he times 
of high and low tides may be considerably changed. 
Barometric pressure . - - ~lhen the barometric pressure in a harbor rises, 
the wat er will ·o e depressed; while with a falling barometer, the wa.ter will 
rise .. It is easier for one to soe t h is relationship if he assumes that 
the water in any given harbor behaves as a huge i nverted water barometer. 
Because mercury is about 13 times heavier than water, it follows that a 
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change in barometric pressure of one inch should be accompanied by a 
change in the level of the water by a lit t;le more than a foot .. 
~eiches. -- After water i n a bay continues to fluctuate with the 
same period as the storm waves but with decreasing a~plitude for a number 
of hC tlrs following the return of the barometric pressure to nOrmal ~conditions, 
certain oscillations called seiches occur~ A seiche is a stationary-wa~e 
movement. Its period depends on the length and depth of the body of water .. 
They are caused by sudden changes in barometric pres sure, strong winds, or 
waves £rom the sea. In the open sea, waves of various periods appear t o 
exist, and as these proceed toward the coast, the one whose period ap:prox-
imatas the period of the body Of water opening int.o the sea will bring 
about a se iche i n tllat body of water Se i ches occur most fre~uently in 
deep uays or estuaries that are nearly landlocked.. They may also be found 
in any portion of the .sea partly bound by la.nd.. Any such area is capa ble 
of sustaining stationary-wave oscillations of a period conditioned by the l/ . 
length and depth. Large seiche movements frequently occur on tho shores 
of oceu.nic islauds. .An example of t his i s found in Honlulu. 
~ffect s of the wind and wea ther on curr~nts.-- li. wind from the sea 7ill 
increase somewhat the velocity of the filood current and decrease that of 
the ebb; while with a wind from the land, conditions would be reversed. 
L steadily blowing wind will, tnrough friction, bring about a surface current 
in the direction of the wind. 'l'hi s surface layer will in turn put into 
motion, in Ghe same di rection, a lower layer of water until finally, after 
a considerable period of time, the whole mass of wa~ert from top to bottom, 
jJH. A. hla.rmar, op1 cit., P• 159 . 
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will be flowing in the direction of the wind. This is a good example 
of a nontidal currant a 
A Norwegian ooeanogrspher, .E'ri tc;l~of Nansep, not ic et;~., whi.le studying 
at the polar seas, that ice did not drift in the direction of the wind, but 
to the right of that direction. It was then proven that this was due to 
the rot.~tion of the earth. T. e rotation of the earth gives rise to a force 
wi d ch tends to deflec t a mov i ng body to the right in the northern he ·sphere 
an · to the left in the southern hemi~phere. Th.ese forces are 1rnown .a s the 
1/ 
deflect ing forces of the earth'3 rotatiQU• 
Thus the <:~ffect of wind is to c usa a current which deviates to the 
right of th wi nd in the northern ·hemi sphere and to he. left in the sou nom 
hemispher • The deviation of thO current from· t he di rection of the wind 
increasos uniformly from th surface downward, so that there is a cart· in 
dCJpth at which the directic of the wind-driven .current is directly O!l!-'os ite 
to the currunt at the surface. The velocity of the 01.1rrent decreases f!"om 
the surfa~e dow ward. The surface current due to t h wind is set in a 
direction of 45 d ; rees to the right of the wind in the northern hemisrh r 
and 45 {leg:ree.., to the left in the southern hemiephere. Tho angle of 
deflection begins to decrease near the equat or and i s zero at the equator . 
Tidal waves.-- A tidal wave is brought about by either severe storos 
or by earthquakes. Tidal waves are not related to tides. y The name " i dal 
wave" is a misnomer 
5 ~ The Prediction of Tides 
i/Robert H~ Baker, Astronomy, D. Van Nostrand Compa·~, Inc~, ew York• 
1950, P• 47 . 
yTsunami is the name gi ven to wav es that ar e caused by earthquakes .. 
Tide tables .. --Tide tables giving advance information relative to 
the state of the tide are very important not only to the people out at 
sea but to many other people. The following are a few industries that 
depend upon knowledge of the tide; (ll salt; (2) iodine and chemicals; 
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(3 ) s aweed; (4) pearl; (5) precious coral (6) fish; (7) shell fish; (8) 
crab , shrimp, and lobster; {9} wha le; (10) fur seal; and (ll) sponge. The 
en ineer ent:,""a0 ed in har·oor improvements or in the building of wharf struc-
tures, the people who build ships, tlie diver, the fisherman, the geographer 
who is studying the topography of the shore line, the geologist studying 
its geological structure, and the zoologist collecting marine specimens 
:frequently refer to the tide tables to find out t he time of lo-:<~ water on 
a given day, or the date of lowest low water ~hen a wide expanse of shore 
line is ex:posed for examination. Swimmers refer to tide tables for the 
purpose of pl am1ing their swim at whatever phase of tha tide they prefer . 
Both sc ience and industry, therefor e, depend on the tide to carry out 
t heir purJOSes . 
In time of war, accurate tide tables are of prime importance. For 
example, the co~nander of a ship may v~nt to take a short cut over a 
shoal .. If he were not aware of the fact that the tide was low at the 
time he wanted to cross 9 he may have been marooned there for several 
hours thus wasting more . time than if_he had gone the long way. He would 
also oe exposing his ship to possible su·uma.rine at tack. 
Int erpretation of tide tables.,-:- Table 2 is a typical tide tabla the 
data for which is taken from The Boston Daily Record on week days and 
from tho :a_oston Sunday .Advertiser on Sundays from November 13, 1955 
'! 
Table 2 .. Tide Table For iJ os ton Harbor From I\fovamber 13, 195!'5 t o Deo ember 14, 1955 
Hi'2'h Tide Rei ,g-: t _.....1!9w Tide Hei!?l t 
Date Direct Opposit e Direc t Opposite Direc t bpposita Di r aa t Opposite 
-(1} (2} ( 31 ( 4} (5} -(61 {7_} (8} (9} 
nov. 13 ~ 10: 04 A.,1I., 10 ~ 35 P.,M., 10 •. 2 ft .. 9 ., 9 ft c 3 ~ 4.7 A..,tr. 4:22 P.M., 0 .. 3 ft . -0.5 ft• 
l~ov .. 14. 10 :44 A., tr., 11:15 P., M., 10~ 3 f t . ~ . o ft. 4:29 A .. M., 5:.03 l:' . M. 0., 4 ft. - 0 .. 5 ft . 
nov .. 15. 11:24. A.1I. 11:55 P. M. 10. 2 ft . 8 .. 9 ft ., 5 : 10 A. tr., 5:44 P.M. 0. 5 ft ., - 0., 5 ft . 
nov . 16. 12 :03 P.Y. 10 .. 1 ft. 5:50 A. M. 6:24 P. M. 0., 6 ft., - 0. 4 ft . 
:Nov. 17 . 12:42 P.M~ 12: 34 A.,hl., 9 ,.9 ft .. 8 .,7 ft . 6:31 A.:u. 7:05 P . M., o.a rt . - 0. 2 ft . 
Nov ., 18 •. 1:23 P.M. 1 :16 A.,1I., 9 .7 ft ., 8 . 4. ft . 7:14A-. M. 7 : 47 P, :M., 1.0 ft . 0., 2 ft . 
Nov . 19 .. 2 :07 p . iii. 1: 59 A • .ll. 9. 4 f t . 8. 4 ft . 7:58 A.~ 1i. 8:31 P., 1I~ . 1 .. 2 ft •. 0.,2 ft . 
Nov . 20. 2:53 P •. r.r ~ 2: 44 .~.1J. 9~1 ft . 8 .,3 ft. 8:45 A. M. 9:18 P .M~ 1.,4 ft. 0 .. 4 ft . 
nov . 21 ., 3 t42 P . M. 3 : 30 A. M. a.a ft .. 8 .. 3 ft .. 9~35 A~M~ 10:06 P. M. 1~4 ft. 0. 6 ft .. 
I~ov . 226, 4~~5 P . l'..II. 4:20 A~1I. 8.7 ft. 8 . 4 ft. 10:25 A. . 1I~ 10:56 P . 11~ 1. 4 ft . 0.,6 ft . 
nov . 23 ., 5: 31 P.1I. Sill A~M~ 8. 6 ft. 8. 6 ft •. 11:22 A. M. 11:47 P. M. 1. 2 ft .. 0., 6 ft. 
Nov . 24. 6:26 P.1I., 6:03 A.~M. 8~7 ft . 8 ~9 ft. 12.:17 P.M~ 0.8 ft ~ 
Nov. 25. 7:15 P. M. 6:54 A • .M~ 8 .9 ft. 9 . 4 ft . 1:12 P. 1I. 12 :39 A..:U. 0. 3 ft .. 0. 3 ft . 
Nov ., 26. a: o3 l:' .1r. 7 :45 A. :M.;. 9.2 ft. 10.0 ft. 2 : 05 P~M. 1 :30 A. LI. 0. 3 ft . Oa2 ft ., 
Nov . 27 . 9:08 ?.,1.:1., 8:35A. M.. 9.5 ft. 10. 5 ft .. 2;58 ~ ~ll. 2:21 A. r.r. o •. 9 ft .. o. o ft . 
Nov. 28 . 9 : 59 P .. li. 9;26 .L,IJ., 9.8 ft . 11. 1 ft . 3 :49 P.JJ., 3:11 A.M~ 1. 5 ft. 0.3 ft ., 
nov . 29 •• 10:50 P .M~ 10: 15 A.M~ 10.0 ft. 11.5 ft. 4:40 P ~M. 4 : 01 ll •. r.r. 1 ,.8 ft .. 0.8 ft . 
I\fov . 30 .. , 11:42 P.11. 11:06 A~ LI. 10.1 f't . llf/7 ft. 5:31 P. M. 4:53 A.M. 2.0 ft . o.a ft . 
Dec .. 1 •• • 11:57 A~M~ 11.8 ft .. 6:23 P~IJ ., 5:43 A. 1I. 2c;O ft . o. 8 ft . 
Dec . 2 •• , 12:34 A. M. l2i50 P.:r.I. 10.1 ft . 11.5 ft. 7:15 P . 1I~ 6:36 .ct.M. 1 .. 8 ft. 0.8 ft . 
Dec . 3 •• 1 : 28 ·Ao11Ie 1: 44 P.:M~ 10 .. 0 ft . 11.1 ft. 8 :09 P~ M~. 7 ;31 A. M. 1. 4 ft. 0.5 ft . 
Dec . 4 •• 2:23 A.~ 2: 41 .P . :r.I~ 9.8 ft~ 10. 6 ft. 9 :04 P ,. ti ., 8:27 A. M. -0~9 ft. -0.2 ft . 
Dec . 5~ ~ , 3 : 20 A~1I . 3: 40 P.M. 9. 6 ft t 10.0 ft. 10:00 P.11~ 9 : 26 A. M. -0~4 ft . 0., 1 ft c 
Dec . 6 ••• 4:20 .A.,M.. 4 :42 P . 1I~ 9 .. 4 ft. 9. 4 ft. 10: 58 p;M~ 10:28 A.M. o .. o ft. 0.3 ft . 
Dec . 7 •• 5: 20 A. ll. 5 :37 P. M. 9.3 ft. 8.8 ft. 11:56 J? ~ .M~ 11:31 A~M~ 0. 4 ft . 0. 5 ft . 
Dec . 8 •• 6::20 A~hl .. o:5o :e ~ :r.r~ 9. 3 ft . 8 . 6 ft . 12:23 P., :M. 0.5 ft . 
Dec. 9 ••. 7:17 A~M~ 7: 49 P. M. ';) . 4 ff;. 8 . 4 ft . 12:52 A.M~ 1a33 P. :r.r. 0. 6 ft , 0.4 f t . 
Dec. 10. , 8 : 09 A. M. 8 : 43 p; :r,;r. 9. 6 :ft .. 8. 4 ft. 1:45 A. M. 2 i28 P.Mc 0 .. 8 ~t . 0. 3 :ft. 
Dec . 11 •• . 8,56 A. M. 9:31 P.M • 'il.7 ft . 8 , 4 ft ., 2i34 A. M. 3i17 P.M. o.s ft. Q. 1 ft . 
Dec . 12. , 9 :41 A. LI. 10:14 P . M~ 9 .. 8 ft. 8 . 4 ft. 3 :20 A;M~ 4;01 P.M. 0.8 ft . o.,o f't . 
Dec . 13 . 10:21 A .. M~ 10i54 P.M. 9 .. 9 ft. 8., 5 ft . ., 4:04 A~M~ 4 a42 P.M. 0 ~ 8 ft ~ 0., 2 ft .. 
Dec. 14 • • 11t00 A. • .M .. 11:33 P.M. 9.9 ft .. 8 . 5 ft. 4 :45 A. ~ M. 5a 22 P • .r.r. o.a ft . 0. 2 ft . 
--·· ··---
I!N 
t>l 
to December 14, 1955. The writer has arranged the tide table so that 
all the data pertaining to the direct tides appear in one column and 
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the data pertaining to the opposite tides appear in another column. 
According to the tide tables of the newspapers mentioned above, new moon 
occurred on November 14, 1955; first quarter, November 22, 1955; fUll 
moon, November 29, 1955; last quarter , December 6, 1955. For the sake 
of convenience a tide table may read; New moon November 14-21. This 
means simply that on November 14, the moon was new and it will keep appear-
ing larger from the 14th to the 21st. Then it reaches its first quarter 
size on the 22nd. However , the moon is only in a position to cause spring 
tides on the 14th even though the spring tide may not occur Ullti1 a day 
or more after the 14th.. In lilce manner, first quarter on a tide table 
may be v<.rrit ten November 22-28., On November 22, the moon is in its first 
quarter and is in a position to pr oduce neap tides. From the 22nd to the 
28th, it will appear to be increasing in size until the 29th when it is 
oomJ_>letoly fUll and is in a position to produce spring tides . It will 
keep getting smaller from the 29th of November to the 5th of December. 
The tables refer to this latter period as the fUll moon period. On 
December 6j the moon reaches its last quarter size and is in a position 
to produce neap tides. From the 6th to the 13th. it keeps getting smaller 
until the 14th when it is new again ~ 
On a tide table the heigh~s of the tides are reckoned from the plru1e 
of' mean lowE:r lo\'/ water, which is the averag of all lo,;rer low ;raters of 
each day over a considerable period of time .. This is sometimes called the 
me~n sea leyel . For example, the tide table for Boston Harbor on November 
• 
•• 
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17, 1955 reads as follows: High tide, 12:34 A.M. ; height 8. 7 ft . Low 
t i de 6:31 A&M.; height o.,e ft . High tide 12:42 P. M.; height 9 . 9 ft. 
Low tide 7:05P.M. ; height ~0.2 ft. 
In the first case the tide was 8.7 feet above the plane of mean lower 
low water, which is zero ( 0} , and the low tide was o.s of .· a foot above the 
plane of mean lower low ,.wat"er . In the sec.ond high t'ide of t,Q.e day, .the water 
rose 9.,9 feet al)ove the plane of mean lower low water, and the corresponding 
low tide fall 0. 2 of a foot bel~n the plane of mean lower low wa ter ; 
hence the use of a minus sign. 
The mariner by the aid of his chart and tide table can tell the 
depth of the water at any point at high and low tide . By a little com-
putation he can determine the depth of the water at any intermedi&te 
time . In order to save space and money, the nuraber of ports for which 
daily predictions of nigh and low tides are given is limi t _ed. To secure 
advance tidal information for other ports, the tide tables give the 
dif .c·erences in the times and heights of the tides at a large number of 
places as compared with t.he tides at the ports for which daily predictions 
are given. 
To predict the time and height of high and low tide for use in tide 
tables , two different methods have been employed. They are known 
technically as the harmoniQ and the nonharmonio method. For both methods 
it ·s necessary to have observations at the port for which the predictions 
are desired .. These observations should be for at least a month, _but 
a year or more is h better. 
The nonharmonic method. -- The nonha.rmonic method was used first • 
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The harmonic method was not used until after harmonic analysis was 
introduced. The harmonic me thod was developed ·by mathematicians.. It is 
therefore a method for computing and predicting tides mathematically .. 
The nonharmonic method is based on the principle that the tide follows 
the moon and makes use of t he close relationship existbg between the 
time of' the tide at most places and the moon ' s meridian passage .. It begins 
by determi ning from the observations made at a port, which are the intervals 
elapsing be t ween the moon ' s meridian passage and the time of high and l ow 
tide at that port. The intervals are lmown a s high water and low water 
lYe~i t idal interval s .. The lunitidal int ervals f or any given place are only 
approximately constant ~ During a lunar month they undergo per i odic chan es 
depending principally on the phase and declination of the moon. These 
periodic change s may be determined from long series of tidal observations . 
By using t hese corrections to the luni tidal i terval, satisfactory 
predictions may be secured for many ports.. Tide tables were computed for 
many years by thiS method before the introduction of harmonic analysis .. 
The tide-producing forces of the sun tend to bring high tide or low 
tide at the same time each day. Tne t ide t r 0ught aoout by the tide-
producing forces of the moon tends to come later each day by 50 mi1mtes . 
At the time of :full or new moon, when the meridian passage of the sun and 
·the moon t alces place at the s<.l.rne time, the solar and lunar tig,e.s cone to 
high wat er or low ·water at the same time; therefore, the solar tide neither 
r etards nor advances the time of actual tide .. For the week following 
new or full moon, ti1e lunitidal interva ls are lass then average, because 
the solar tide is earlier each day than the l unar tide. The comb ined tide 
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follO\'TS the moon's meridian passage by an interval less than average . 
On the other hand, the week before new or full moon, the lunitidal inter-
val is more than average , because the solar tide follows the lunar tide 
and combined effort of them both results in an interval greater than 
average .. The height of high and lorv tide must also be corrected for the 
moon's parallax and declination. These corrections are also being deter-
mined from observations .. 
For tides of the samidaily type, the uonh.e.rmonic method of prediction 
has proven quite satisfactory~ However, when it is applied to the prediction 
of the mixed type of tide, the nonharmOil:ic method necessitates an increase 
in the number of corrections to give satisfactory results. At ports where 
the tide i s frequently of the daily ty-J?e, this method produc es unsat i sfactory 
results .. ':'hen there is a need for accurate tide tables covering whole 
maritime world; harmonic analysis is employed. It must be remembered that 
tne height and time of the tide a r e modified considerably by wind and 
weather .. 
The harmonic method.-- The basis of harmonic analysis lies in the 
conception of the tide a s the sum of a number of simple tides.. Each tide 
has a definite period that is determined by soma motion of the moon or 
~~n relat ive to the earth& Har.monic analysis of the tide was ~Qe to the 
brilliant English mathematical physicist, '." illia.m ThoJ~'lson, better known 
as Lord Kelvin, who first proposed it in 1867 . This furnishes a si1nple 
and efficient method for the prediction of the tide. The resul t s of 
harmonic analysis are compounded in a tide-producing machine ovmed by 
the United States COast .and Geodetic Survey. This is a robot-like 
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structure hioh can predict the time and height of the tide on any part 
or future date, for any part of' the world on one essential oonditic..n ; 
that is, that t SOine time local observations m\lst have been made to show 
how the topogra hie features of the place modify tidal movements . 
CUrrent tables .-- Current tables are fre quently used in connection 
with tide tables. For exa.Japle, an owner of a small boat may depend on 
a current table to t oll him the time of slack water so that he c ~n make 
his passage ~ Just as tide t ab les give time and height of tides for 
each day for a year or more, the current tab les give the times of slack 
water Like the tide tables, slack water for c ertain less important 
places is given with respect to differences in time from that of the 
main ports .. The methods of predicting slack water are similar to those 
employed in predict i ng the tides . However, because of the intimate 
connect ion bet·neen tides and currents, it is frequently feasible to 
predict the time of slack current from the predicted time of high and 
low W<J.ter . The harmonic method is just as applicable to the currents as 
it is to t he tides w 
Sample problems elnl)loying the nonharmonic method.-- It is not 
necessary to Match the moon to see when it is highest in the sky i n order 
to determine the time of high tide.. Its phase g ives a good hint s to 
when it wi ll occur. Table 3 illustrates this~ The data for table 3 and 
the t o illustrative problems that will follow come from Henry Stommel ' s 
1.1 
Science of the Seven Seas. From the phase of the moon one can obtain 
iJ Henry Stomn 1 , op.cit., pp. 47 - 48. 
• 
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the time of transit taking an intermediate value for in- between phases. 
Table 3 . · pproximate Time of' Transit of the Moon 
According to ·rts Phase 
Phase 
(ll 
New Moon •• ~••••••••••••••••••• 
Cresoent ••••••••••••••••••• • •• 
First ~uarter••••••••••••••••• 
Gibbous ••• ~ ••••• ,.· ........ .,.., •• v. 
~ull Moon •••• • • •• •• •• ••••••••• 
Gibbous••••••••••••••• • • •••••• 
Last (uarter •• •••••••••••••••• 
Crescent •••• ••• ••• •••••••••• • 
New Uoon ....................... ·~···• 
Time of Transit 
in Standard Time 
J2J 
1200 
1500 
1800 
2100 
0000 
0300 
0600 
0900 
1200 
Illustrative examnle 1.-- On December 18, 1944, at Pier 9, North 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the moon appears as crescent moon .. It is 
waxing; that is, grcw;ing larger every night. What is the approximate time 
of the next two high waters? 
1 .. The table gives the time of transit of crescent moon as 1500 .. 
2. The tide table give~ the establishment of Pier 9. North Philadelphia, 
l/ 
Pennsylvania, as 0128. 
3. Add the two numbers : 
1500 
+ ol28 
1628 
4. The time of high water is approximately 1628 or 4=28 P. M. 
j7T.he establishment of the port may be found in tide tables . 
quantity of water in motion. .Moving water means energy. Tidal energy 
is the energy due to the raising and lowering of the level of the sea which 
is brought about by the tides . Wave energy, on the o:ther hand, is e11ergy 
contained in the· waves of the ocean. It is sometimes used through the 
medicun of wave motors . It is not tidal energy.. The practical utilization 
of the energy of the ~ides on a lart;e scale involves problems that are 
wholly of an engineeri11g character. 
An English engineer, Norman Davey., publi shed a b.ook many .years · ago 
titled Studies in Tidal Power . This is a book dealing with the utili.zation 
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5. If 12 hours and 25 mi nutes are added to 4: 28P. M .. , the time of 
the next .hi gh tide is approxima.telr 4 :53 A. I~I .. 
Illustrative example 2.-- In Hamburg, Germany, April 17, 1944, the 
moon is sli ghtly smaller than third quarter. It is \Voaning; that is, 
growing ~maller night after ni ght . :lhat is t.he approximate time of . tile 
next two h i gh tides? 
1 .. "'r om the taole one can est imate that such a moon will be in 
transit at about 0700 . 
2 .. Accord i ug to the Hamburg tide table, the establishment of t i1e 
port is 0440 .. 
3 Upon addi ng these two figures you get 1140. 
4a High t i de is apprOximately 11:40 A.M. 
5 .. I f 12 hours and 25 minutes are added to 11:40 A 1. , the time of 
the next high tide is approximately 12:05 A .. Li. of the next day. 
6. Tidal Energy 
Definition. -- In the rise and fall of the tides, there is an enormous 
quantiti{ of water in motion. Moving water means ener gy. Tidal energy 
i s the energy due to the r ai sing and loweri11g of the level of the sea which 
i s brought about by the tides .. VIave energy, on the o.ther hand~ is e11ergy 
oontained in the waves of the ocean. It is sornetimes used through the 
medL,m of wave motors .. It is not tidal energy.. The practical u t ilization 
of the energy of the ide s on a larbe scale involv~s problems that are 
w·holly of an engineer i11g character. 
~ En~lish engineer, Non!lal1Davey, published a book many years ago 
t i tled Studies in Tidal Power Thi s i s a book dealing with the utilization 
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of tidal energy.. According to Davey, the utilization of tidal anergy 
1J 
can ·be divided into four classes or systems . These are the float 
system, the tidal-stream system, the compressed-air system, and 
the _b.asin system .. 
%Qe f loat system .. -- A floating body of considerable weight is lifted 
by the rising tide. On the falling tide, this body is made to do work 
by means of an appropri ate system of levers and gears. Apart from the 
mechanical difficulties of transmitting tha slow motion of the falling 
hul k , the relatively insignificant amount of power released by this sys tem 
proves it to be of no practical value ., 
The tidal-stream systeril .. - - One or more paddle wheels are fixed on 
a. raft which i s anchored in the tidB.l waterway. As the t i dal current 
floods and ebos, the movL1g water causes the paddle vTheels to rotate . 
Althougn this system is more effic'ieut t.ha.n. t.lle float system,_ it i .s 
applicable only to very small pQWer units .. 
The gompres§ed-a.ir system .. -.:.. This system makes use of t he tidal 
energy in the direct compression of a ir i n closed cr~bers of suitable 
design. Although this system gives better results than the float or 
tidal-stream systems, it gives a. minumum of power output .. Considering 
the cost involved, its out put is too small to make t he system at all practical .. 
The basin system.-- Th~ basin system is the only one that presents 
the possibility of practical utilization of the energy of the tides . 
It consists of one or more basins cut off from the sea. by dams .. s the 
tide rises and falls, suitable gates in the dam permit the maintenance of 
iL H .. A . Marmer, o .p.. cit .. , PP• 210- 212 .. 
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differences in level of water between the basin or basins and the sea 
or between one basin and another during part of' the tidal cycle . These 
differences i n the level produce the necessary heads of water for the 
production of power through turbines and auxiliary machinery •. 
The tidal power available depends on two factors; namely, t he area 
of the basin enclosed and the range of the tide.. Tidal power then becomes 
commercially practicable on a large scale . It will be used fir st in 
regions where there is a considerable range ~ Where the r ange of the tide 
is less than 10 feet, t he develop."!lent of' tidal power is not economically 
feasible . The reason why tidal power becomes commerc ially practicable 
only at places where there is considerable range of the tide may be 
explained as follows : The tidal power increa ses as the area of t he ba sin 
increases, but in the case of the range, the tidal power inc~eases not 
simply as the range of t he tide i ncreases but as the square of the range . 
This shows that in a region where the tide has a r ange of 10 feet, every 
square mile of the tidal water impounded i s theoretically capable of 
producing 7,200 horse power, whi le with a tidal range of' 20 feet the 
ll 
horse power available is 28,800. These figures only represent the 
maxi mum horse power theoretically avad. lable .. Only a fract i on of this 
power can be obtained. 
Difficulties in the development of tidal power.-- The a r e corta in 
difficulties that must not be overlooked. The fact that high and low 
t i de cone , on the avera e , 50 minutes later ea.oh day introduces a 
troublesome fact , because man bases his act ivities on set times in a 
i7 Ibid., PP• 213- 214. 
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24 hour day. Since this power is based on both rise and fall of the 
water, tidal power is essentially int ermittent in character. 
Another difficulty is that the range of the tide varies from day to 
day.. This presents two difficulties: (1) variations in range introduce 
difficulties in connection with the proper functioning of the turbine; 
and {2) the variation in range brings about considerable variation in 
the tidal power developed. 
The most important variation in range is within the period of 
a fortnight.. During the time of spring tide, the range of the tide in 
some parts of the world can be 50 per cent greater than at the time of 
neap tide.. Since tidal power varies as the square of the range of the tide, 
the power developed at spring tide is about 125 per cent greater than at 
neap tide ~ During the year there are even greater variations ~ At the 
time of perigean spring tides, the range may be 2t times as great as 
the time of apogean neap tide, which means that the power that is develope.d 
at the perigean spring tides is 525 per cent greater tha.U ~t the a pogean y 
neap tides. 
Suggested plans to overcome the difficulty of variability in power . --
One of these plans would make use of the excess power during spring tides 
in pumping water into a high-level storage reservoir. This could be used 
for tne productioh of additional power in a secondary power plant during 
periods of neap tides. Another plan is to make use of an auxiliary coal 
or oil-burning power plant which would oe operated during neap tide periods 
in order to equalize t11e power output from d.ay to <iay 
• 
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Since tidal po ~er is only economically feasible where the tidal 
range is over 10 feet, Tat le .4 will show that there are not many regions 
where the range of the tide is 20 feet or more . · The table al so points out 
that a number of these places are situated near tne Arctic regions or in 
localities remote from centers of population. 'rhe ciata comes from :rJa.rmer. 
Table 4. Regions >mere the itange of tne ·.i!ide Is 20 Feet or More 
Regions 
1 
Bay of Fundy, Canada .~ ·· · ••••¥••··~••• •• •• 
Port Gallegost Argentina .. . . .. . ... ... ... . . ..... .. 
Frobisher 3ay Davis Strait . . . . .... .. ..... . . . .. 
England, ':lest Coast . . . .... . . . . ... .. . ....... .. . .. . 
Koksoak River, Hudson Strait ... ........... . . . 
Cook Inlet, ~lacks ••• •••••••• • •••• • •••• ••• • 
France, Uorth Coast .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ... . ..... .. ..... ... .. 
Ashe Inlet, Hudson Bay .. . .. ... .... ...... ~·· · 
Collier iJay, Western Australia • • ~ ... ~ •• • • • 
Arabian Sea, India •• •• • •• • •• •• •• • •• •••• •• •• 
Maraca Island9 Brazil •• ••• •• • • ••• ••• • • • •••• 
Colorado :r- iver, Mexico ............ . ... . . •• •• • • 
Chemulpo, Korea••••••• ••w•••• •• •• • ••••• ••• • 
St. Croix River, taine . ~• •• • •• • • •••••••••• • 
Tidal Range 
in Feet 
2 
44 
36 
35 
33 
30 
30 
28 
23 
23 
23 
23 
22 
21 
20 
The .i3ay of :i!'und,;y; .-- The greatest knoV!n rise and fall ol' the tide 
occurs in the Bay of' Fundy.. .L:..t its head, the Bay of Fundy forks .i.nto 
two inlets . I n the southern inlet, ranas Basin, the tide rises from 
0 to 50 feet in a period of about 6 hours . It falls the same di stance 
in approximately the same time . The change in the :physical aspect of the 
country at Hortou .Bluff during the time of change from low to high water 
!/Ibid., P• 216 . 
• 
J} 
on a certain day is <iescribed picturesquely oy Frank T Bullen as 
f ol lows : 
11A space of many hundreu.s of square miles at eigh t A. M .. is 
bare and wat erless, a sandy, rocky desert, without apparently 
any means of communication, so rugged is the country, aud also 
without, as far as can be seen, being of the sl i ghtest service 
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to man. Presently, with a deep hollow roar, as of an approaching 
earthquake, the advancing ticJ..?.l wave comes rushing up tile narrow 
es t uary. In its lnad career it seems a s if it would tear the solid 
foundations of the earth . And whi l e, ·spellbound, the onlooker 
gazes upon this inrush of the ocean, ravines become bays, ugly 
banks are hidden, towering rocks a r e submerged, and what was a 
desolate i mpas sable region of most .~-orbiddiug aspect ha:.: become 
a nob le expanse of navigai:lle water wll ereon may float the largest 
ships in the world .. " 
One of the reasons for the great range at t he southern inlet is due 
to the f act that the bay ge ts less narrow and less deep from mouth to 
head. '.Cne fact . that the amount of rise and f all of .the tide increases 
f r om the mouth of the bay to its head can be shown by the follm"ling y 
stat istics taken from H. A. :r.rarmer : 
"Tak ·ng the Nova Scotia shore, we have a mean r ange of 9.1 feet 
at Cape Sable, 14. 0 feet at Yarmouth, 18 . 2 feet at Grand Passage , 
24~ 1 f eet at Digby Gut, 27 . 8 feet at Port George,.31 .5 feet at 
Black Rock Light, 42. 0 feet at Horton Bluff, and 44. 2 feet i n Noel 
Bay. At times of new and f'ul l moon, when the so-called spring tides 
occur, the range of the tide is a bout 14 per cent grea t er, and at 
such times the t i de in Noel .Day has a rise and fall of about 50 ., 5 feet . 
On the north shore a similar condit i on prevails, the rang of' 
the tide i ncrea sing from t.he mouth of the Bay to its head. 'l'his 
increase becomes even 1nore striking if we bec in with the tide 
a t Tom Nevers Head on Nantucket Island and go up the c oa Of ~ssachusetts , 
Hew Hampshire, IJaine, and New Brunsfi'ick, which form the t n and 
northern shore of the Gulf of Liaine and the Bay of Fundy. ~'or the 
mean r an ··e of the tide we have 1.2 feet at Tom Nevers Head, 3 .. 7 f t 
at Monomy Point , 6 .. 0 f eet at Nauset Ha rbor , 8.9 feet at Gloucester , 
10 .. 2 feet at Bass Harbor, 15 .. 7 feet at West Quoddy Head, 20,. 9 f et 
i/Frank T. ~llen, Q}l.r Heritage The Sea, • P . Dutton and Company, New York, 
1907 . p .. 145. 
er, op. cit . , PP• 218- 219. 
• 
at St. John, 26~3 feet at Quaco, and 39 . 4 feet at Folly Point . 
Hera, likewise the spring range of the tide is about 14 per 
cent greater than the mean range . " 
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By these statistics it is evident that relative to the axis of the 
bay, a point on the southern shore ha.s a greater range of the tide than 
the corresponding point on the northern shore. This increase in range 
of the tide on the southern shore is brought about by the rotation of the 
earth. Consequently, a ll moving bodies are impressed with a force deflect-
ing them to the right in the nor thern hemisphere and to the left in the y 
souther n her isphere. On the flood tide, the water entering the Bay of 
Fundy is deflected to the right on the soutnern shore; hence high i?ater 
is raiseu somewha.t higher than on the northern shore. On the ebb tide, 
the moving water is again deflected to the right; but now it is the 
northern shore that is to the rit;ht of the moving wat er; therefore, low 
water is somewhat higher on the northern shore than on the southern shore .. 
The rise and fall of the tide in the Bay of Fundy exhibit the character-
istic features of the semidaily tide of the nor th Atlantic coast .. The 
most rapid rise and fall occurs midway between high and low water and 
low and high water . 
The r easons mentioned for the extraordinary rise and fall of the 
tide it1 the Bay of Fundy alone are responsible only for an increase in 
range of only about 10 feet. This must be so, because there are other 
bays that have somewhat similar features without a range of tide correspond-
ing to that of the Bay of Fundy.. The reason for tnis great tidal range 
is primarily due to th~ fact that the natural period of oscillation of 
~obert H. Baker , op. c it ., P• 47 • 
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the bay of Fundy approximates the period of the ocean tide. This brings 
about a stationary-wave movement within the bay that is sustained by the 
tide of the open ocean, which has approximately the same period~ I n the 
upper reaches of the bay, the range of the tide is further increased 
because of the considerable dimunution of cross section brought about 
by contraction in width and shoaling of the bottom. 
The enormous quantity of water flowing in and out of the bay9 a long 
the considerable :range of' the tide, might lead one to conclude that the 
tidal currents in the Bay of ~1lndu are exceptionally strong~ This is 
not true& It was mentioned before that there is no simple relationship 
between current and tide- The current here only has an average velocity 
of 1-fr knots .. The statement that large tides cause strong current s , and 
that small tides cause weak currents is sometimes false . 
7. Effects of the Tide 
Determination of the type of harbor.-- The extent of the rise and 
fall of the tide in the channel is the factor that frequently determines 
the type of harbor that must be developed. If the rise and fall ot· the 
tide is over 15 feet, the closed-dock type of harbor generally results . 
In this case tne docks are entered through locks which are opened for a 
few hours about the time of high tide . 1'1here the rise and fall of the 
tide is less than 15 .feet and the ohannel is : sufficiently deep, the open-
basin type of harbor results. In this case the :piers may be construct ed 
directly into the oharu1el and a vessel may dock at all stages of the tide . 
In shallow streams the rise of the tide gives added depth to the channel 
and thus ~kes accessible a greater stretch of land. 
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Water contai ni ng salt i n solution lowers the freezing point of fresh 
water .. By bringing in on the flood the salty wat er from the ocean, the 
tide l owers the freezing point of harbors situated on tidal streams . This 
keeps harbors open in the winter even thou h the upper nontidal reaches 
of these streams becomes frozen8 
Rivers which empty in a body of water swept by the tide are usually 
free from bars . The rea son for this i s tha t t he ebb current sweepi ng 
past the mouth of the river carries out any sediment that may have been 
deposited there by rivar waters .. 
1Jirine marshes . - - Tides are of considerable importance in t he mainte-
nance of the charu1els that lead to the sea. .An example of this is the 
marine marsh . I f one looks a t an extended field of marine marsh when 
the t ide is l ow, he observes a system of channels which are proportional 
to t_ e surface occupi ed by the water a t high tide .. I t looks like a condensed 
map of a great river system. At high tide the water is a foot or more 
deep. t many po ints on the marsh there are shallow drain ys, often from 
10 to 20 feet wide aud only a foot or two deep .. These are rarely sepa.r:;;.ted 
by more than a few hundred feet . Close observatio s ·ti ll ho 1 that t· e 
5ener~.l surface of the area about these trou "hS s lop s ._ · th a very gentle 
i.:uolination toward the ir margins .. At l ow tide o e c ob rve that the 
water drains i nto those grooves which become deeper with more. distinct 
banks . This i s due to the natural result of additional energy of the 
st ream occupying it . O'.ae of the se grooves coalesces with ano ther; the 
united channels beco 1e deeper until, in a dist anc e of a mile , the gathered 
waters a re strong enough to cut a channel extending be low the lo.r- tid.e uarlc. 
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If a number of these permanent wate~vays unite, t hey may form a broader 
tidal river. 
Sewage. -- Sewage is carried away with ti:1e ebbing tide and is so 
greatly diluted as to have little harmful consequences. Tidal currants, 
not only carry some of the liquid and solid ing1·edients of sewage out 
to sea, but they also briug into the harbors uncontaminated waters from 
the open ocean, which a ids in a ssimilating sewage thus converting it 
into inert mineral matter . 
The tide, along with storm waves, cause the wearing away of the 
land If the shores of the continents were stra i ght shore walls parallel 
to each other with the sea very deep at thei r ba ses, the tidal range would 
be no greater than it is in the middle of the great Southern Q::ean; that y 
is, 12 to 5 inche s . In the North Atlantic, tile shores converge toward 
the North Pole ; therefore, the tide is forced to rise to several t L tas 
its height than it would ~ve risen i n more open water . The action of 
the stronger currents neur the head of a harbor is likely to stir u p 
and ·ransport t oward i t s mouth heavier sadi ent which the weaker currents 
at tho mouth can no t transport; therefore, a d nvosit of sediment is formed 
at the mouth. In this manner tidal currents co- operate with other agents 
in producing something like a bar a t the mouth of a port . 
Tide and time .. -- ,/herever motion on the earth occurs, it must bG 
accompanied by friction. The tides are no exception to this rule . 
Friction is produced ·oy the movement of the particles of water over each 
other, by t he movement of the water over the beds of the oceans, seas, 
Charla s Scribner; s Sons, :r.rew York , l894, 
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• and rivers, and by the movement of the water on the shelving shores along 
the coast.. It has been shown by mathemat icians that the chief offenders 
in this matter are shallow seas like the Bering Sea, the Yellow Sea, and 
the Irish Sea ,. 
Tidal friction consmnes energy. Although the moon and the sun give 
rise to the tides, it can be shown that the energy consmned by the tide 
is drawn not from the moon or sun but from the earth.. This energy comes 
from the energy that the earth possesses in virtue of its rotation. Tidal 
friction thus acts as a sort of brake on the rotating earth, compelling 
it to move more slowly and therefore increasing its period of rotation .. 
In other words, through friction the tides are increasing the length of 
the day.. Thus the rotating earth may be regarded as a moving body subject 
to the friction of the tides.. Since the effect of friction is to retard 
movement, the tidal friction 1~st retard the rotation of the earth ru1d 
increase the length of the day. ::linea the stock of energy possessed by 
the earth is so enormously great as compared with the friction produced 
by the tide, the day is lengthened only by a very small quantity over a 
long period of years . 
It hns been estimated from records of ancient eclipses that the 
lengthening of the day brought about by tidal friction is about one 
minute in six million years or approximately a thousandth part of a y 
second in a century~ On the other hand, the reaction of the earth ' s 
tidal friction on the moon is to rruika the moon recede from the earth 
and at the sa'1le time to lengthen the period of the lunar month. 
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·• In the past the moon must have been nearer the earth.. 'ilhen this 
occurred, the tides were raised much higher than they are now. The law 
of the tides is that the tide-producing power of a heavenly oody varies 
as the cube of its distance from the earth. When the moon was half the 
present distance from the earth, the power to produce tides would have 
bedn eight times as -gr eat. On account of the increased tides, the tidal 
friction would have been nmltiplied in the same ratio. 
Sir George Darwin, son the Charles Darwin, stated that the earth's 
moon was once part of the earth. Due- to the earth's rapid.rotation 
(every~ hours at that time), and the tides raised by the sun (100 miles 
high), a chunk separated. This chun1c was the moon and the tidal friction 
caused it to recede .. Ou the other hand, Jeffries, an English geologist, 
has shown that although the tides .caused by the sun would have been over 
100 miles high, they could never be large enough to cause a piece of 
the earth fo fly off and become the moon. The moon and earth seem to 
have originated close to each other, but they were never one body. 
The efff;lcts of tidal friction are still continuing. The moon is 
getting further and further from the earth, and the day and month are 
both lengthening; the day, however, at a much more rapid rate than the 
month . Mathematicians say the gradual change in the length of the day 
and month will continue until they becowe equal. ·At that time each will )j 
have a per iod of 55 days .. During this t i me the tides on the earth will 
be decreasing because of the increasing distance of the moon. ~7hen the 
month and day become the same, the lunar tide will completely cease, 
•• 
• 
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because the earth then will no longer rotate relatively to the moon. 
The two bodies will be moving as though united by a rigid bar . This 
condition will take place in the very distant future, millions of yea rs from 
now, since the lengthening of the day ·.vas said to be one minute in 6 
million years . 
How the tidal range influences plant life .-- The tidal range influences 
the plant life which grown on that portion of the ocean bottom which is 
periodically exposed by the receding tide . Tho greater the range of the 
tide and the more gradual the slope of the beach or rocks, the longer these 
plants will be exposed to t.ne air and the sun ' s rays as they lay stranded 
between the tides. ::lea •eeds occupying this ZOlle have gelatinous coverings 
which pr event drying out . They are protected further by having a tough 
ext erior. 
How the tidal range influences animal life.-- ~ea animals show 
great variation in their. ab i lity t o move. Certain ones, like t he fish, 
can swim. ~orne scurry along the ocean bottom like the crabs do. Others, 
like the sea urchins, starfish, and the free- living shelled animals , crawl 
about more slowly. Jellyfish float or swim slowly. J:here are many station-
a ry animals, which as adults , live attached to the ocean bottom. Examples 
of these kinds of animals are sponges, corals, sea anemones, barnacles, 
and the attached shelled animals such as oysters and mussels . Most marine 
animals must breathe and eat under vater; therefore, the rise and fall of 
the tide brings with it a change in tAe environment to which they must 
adjust themselves. 
Floating and swimming sea aniLJals can ignore the tidal movement,. 
because they move up and do\vn with the surface of the water . Those 
animals, which live on the ocean bottom and swim or crawl, move into 
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deeper water as low tide approaches . Slow-moving animals remain in the tidal 
pools or hide under seaweed and rocks . The whelks, c1ams, coquinas, and 
otl1er fre e- moving shelled animals burrow. deeper i nto the sand or nru.d as 
the upper layers of the ground dry out .. 
Attached animals that live between the tide marks, find themselves in 
a more difficult situation. Barnacles are so constructed that they can 
close the opening through which their appendages project , and thus suspend 
their activities until covered by water again .. The att~ched shelled 
animal such as the oysters and mussels must close their shells tightly 
to avoid fatal drying out . As one walks along the shore, he can see the 
constant activity of these little animals which are trying to avoid 
exposure to the air. 
%he apparent effect of the tides on the breeding rh,ythm of certain 
marine animals .. -- The breeding rhythm of certain marine animals is timed 
to coineide with the phases of the moon and stages of the tide .. In 
-~rope it has oeen established that the spavlning activities of oysters 
reach their peak in the spring tides, which are about two days after the 
~all or new moon~ In the waters of northern Africa, there is a sea urchin 
that releases its reproductive cells into the sea only on the night when 
the moon is full. In tropical waters in many parts of the world there 
are small marine worms whose spawning behaviors is so precisely adjusted 
to the tidal calenaar that, merely from observing them, one could tell 
the month, the day, and often the time of day .. 
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near Samoa in the Pacific, the palolo worm lives on tho bottom of' the 
shallow sea in holes in the rocks and among masses of coral s. T". ic e each 
year, during the neap tides of the moon ' s last quarter in October and 
November , the worms leave their burrows and rise to the surface i n swe.rms 
that cover the water. During this process each worm has broken its body 
in two. One half remains in its rocky tunnel . The other half carries 
the reproductive products to the surface . This happens at the dawn on the 
day before the moon reaches its last quarter, and again on the following 
day~ On the second day of the spa~ning, the quantity of the eggs liberat ed 
is so great that the sea is discolored. 
Near the Gilbert Islands a similar worm responds to certain phases 
of the moon in June and July; in Malay Archipelago a related worm swarms 
at tne surface on the second and third nights after the full moon of 
March an<i April. A Japanese pa.lolo swarms after the new moon and again 
after the full moon in October and November .. 
The grunion, a small, shimmering fish , displays an exqui site adaptation . y 
to the tidal ryhthm. Rachel Carson de scribes this vividly as follmvs: 
"Shortly after the full moon of the mon ths from :March to August , 
the grunion appears in the surf on the beaches of California. The 
tide reaches flood stage., slackens, hesitates, and begins to ebb 
Now on these waves of the ebbing tide the fish begin to come in. 
Their bodies shimmer in the light of the moon as they a re borne up 
the beach on the crest of a vvave; they lie glit taring on the wet 
sand for a perceptible moment of time, then fling themselves into 
the wash of the next wave and are carried back to sea . For about 
an hour after the turn of the tide this continues, thousands upon 
thousands of grunions coming up onto the beach~ leaving the water , 
returni ng to it.. This is the spawning act of the species . 
Duriug the briaf interval between succe sives waves, the ma.le 
jjRachel Carson, op cit., pp ~ 164-165 . 
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and female h..·we come t ogether in the wet sand, the one to shed 
her eggs, the other to fertilize them. ·:Jhen the parent fish 
returu to the water, they have left behi!ld a mass of eggs buried 
in the sand* Succeeding wave s on that night do not wash out the 
eggs, because the tide is already eb-oing .. The waves of ti.he next 
high tide will not reach them, because for a time after the full of 
the moon each tide will halt its advance a lit~le lo~er on the 
beach than the preceding one .. The eggs, then, will be undisturbed 
for at least a fortni bJ.1 t .. In the war m, damp, incubating sand, 
ti1ey undergo their development .. 'ili thin two weelcs the mat;ic change 
from fertilized ·egg to larval fishlet is completed, the perfectly 
formed little grunion still confined within the membranes of the 
egg, still buried in the sand, w::..it ing for release . •:•ith the tides 
of new moon it comes . Their waves wash over the place s whare little 
masses of gruni on eggs were buriedt the swish and rush of the surf 
stirring the sand deeply .. s the sand is ·w ... shed away, and the eggs 
feel the touch of the cool sea wat ers, the membro.nes rupture, the 
fishlets hatch and the waves that released them bear them away to 
the sea .. " 
A very small worm with a flat body (Convoluta roscoffensi s) lives 
on the sandy beaches of northern Brittany and the Channel Islands . 
Convoluta has entered into a remarkable partnership with a green alga ~ 
whose cells inhabit the -oody of the worm and lend to its tissue their 
own green color. The worm lives entirely on the starchy products mnnufao -
tured by the alga . Because of its dependence upon the alga for nutrition, 
its digestive organs have degenerated. In order for the algal cells to 
carry on their own function of photosynthesis, Convoluta rises from the 
damp sands of the intertidal zone as soon as the tide has ebbed. The 
sand thus becomes spotted with largo green patcnes composed of thousands 
of worms .. For several hours while the ti e is ut the worms lie in the 
sun, and the alga manufacture their food . \ihen the tide returns , the 
worms rrrllst a,gain si1lk in !;o the sand to avoid bei 1g washed a•7ay into the 
deep water . If a murine biologi..t , w shil:g to study these worms, transfers 
a whole colony of them into an aquarium i n a l aboratory where tilere are 
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o tide , WOl:ild fLl that ico a day Conv l uta will ri se out of tho ~~nu 
em the bot ~ om of ti~e aquarium i nto the light of the sun, and twice eaclL 
day it sinks again into the sand en withou t a brain, or memory, or 
even clear perception , Convolu ta continues to live aut its life in an 
E~lien place . 
Naturally the f'ollovdng quest ion arises: Does the state of the tide 
in some unknovm way supply the im ulse from hich these behaviors arise ~ 
or i s it soma other i nfluence of the moon? 110 t people think that it i s 
the pressing anci rh.ythmic movement of t he ,. tar that in some way bring 
about this response . '. Jly it is that only cortain tides of the year, and 
wny fo r some syecies it is the fullest tide of the month and for other 
tha least movement of waters that are rela t ed to the perpetuation of 
the race, can not be answered at the pr esent .. Iaybe one of the readers 
of tnis thes is will anmver some of these unsolvad mysteries of nature .. 
The ef fect of organic l ife on harbors~ -- As i n the case of coral 
reefs, t he growth of par ticular species tends to form barriers which 
lead to the accumulat i on of sediments and therefore the shoaling of the 
water of tne.basin .. This le~ ds also to the diJDinut i on in t he amount of 
water entering eaoh inlet as the tide comes in. 
Sea plants appear to be almost altogether l i mited to shallow water 
ne~t to the shores or t o superficial parts of the o en ocean . Almo st a ll 
vegetable life of the ocean crows near tne shores in less t han a hundr ed 
feet of wat er except for the gulf weed, which is present ·n the central 
parts of the Nor th and :louth At lantic and Pacific oceans, aud diatom 
which develop particularly i n n i gh latitudes far from t he laild. The 
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reason for this is that vegetable life generally demands light, and with 
few exceptions is not lmm·m to develop in marine waters below the level 
~hioh has some share of the sun ' s rays ~ 
The giant kelp of the Pacific fastens itself to the bottom at depths 
of 200 feet or more and it elevates its fronds to the surface of the waters 
by means of a strong stalk. 
The species of plants whose growth is favored by salt water belongs 
to two great groups, the algae or seaweeds and the flowering plants that 
have adapted themselves in an exceptional way to the conditions of salt 
water .. For example, eelgrass i s a flowering plant of this type . 
The land plants are the princ i ple organic agents in effecting injurious 
changes i n harbors . The great part of this work is done by tide water 
grasses .. They diminish the area of harbors and deeper creeks .. The effect 
of mangrove growth is to occlude the harbor by altogether cutting out the 
storage of water at high t i de . The efficiency of the work is due in large 
measure to the co-operative effec t i ve effect of the tides, which nourish 
the vegetation and animal life that dwells amongst it . Animal life 
other than that associated with the marine grasses is purely destructive 
to the interests of harbors serving to shoal the water throughout the 
basinw All organic deposits such as coral reefs, mangroves, and grass 
marshes belong in one great group of coastal accurr~lations . Their 
formations are built up by plants and·. animal .. 
·-
CHAPTER II I 
PROCEDU::l.E 
Conatruct·on of a ~voothesis . -- It is the belief of the author that 
the second chQpter contains all the basic l&~terial necessary for any 
secondary school science teacher to build an interesting unit on ocean 
tides .. The author does not expect the latter to use a ll the mater i a l 
presented i n tJle second chapter, but, in affect, he is sa;;inc: Here is 
a wealth of material on ocean tides which is fairly complete and readable 
to tho l ayman .. Choose only those sections that you thinlc will stimulLi.te 
i Hterest in your class .. 
The second chapter of t his study is a result of a large a.nount of 
research done through a period of about 10 yea.rs " Since his childhood 
days t:ne author spent most of his free time by t he seashore o-osarviue 
tides ~ tid..31 currents~ wave mo tior. , and the effects of ,,..,ind and '.7e.J.ther 
on ;i1e tide .. The c1.'lys that he did 110t spend at ·the seashore, he spent 
reading aoout the tide-producing forces . As the author becamo more and 
more enthus · ·s tic about ocean tides , he realized that very little , i 
anythinr, is taught about them in secondary school . In an attempt to 
rectify this situat ion, a unit on ocean tides v~as tau[;ht by the author 
tc au eig11th c;rade science class at Bigelow Junior High School in newton ~ 
llassaohusetts. The i mmediate reaoon for teaching this course was to 
prove the following hypot hesis : 
Sec nd.&ry school pupils can become very interested in ocean tid s 
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if their interest is aroused by a.U.u uat 
.instructio 1 • 
..::..:=~-=..;::.::;:....:::.:....-=da::.::t=a . -= '.!!he necessary data were collected by .... cklin-
staring 30 it r nrulti l e ch ice test t th four poss "ble lterno.t ·vn 
two times to t.vo eighth grade science cla:Js s at B g lm Junio.· Hi!;h 
e test was constructed so that ~ach 
tam would test some basic pr i nciple concerning the tide w The dirac t ·on 
were wordod a f ollows : Circle the let tar in front of the .Qlli!. answor 
that seems ti1e mos t correc t to you . The entire period of 40 minutes ..-;as 
devoted to the test thus allowi ne a sufficient :lr.lount of time .. 
The two classes that took the test twice wi ll be referred to a" 
Division One and Division Two ,. Both divisions were appr oxi mately oqu l 
i :r. intelligence .. The a,.e of the students in both divi sions ranged J.rom 
12 to 14 years . The two divis i ons took the test on the same da.ya so tlw.t 
the conditions would b~ as nruch a like as possible ITe ither group was 
a1are that the test was goinc to be repeated. 'he answers to the test 
were not di scussed until after the second test -.·,as given .. Both ta::;ta 
were passed back together on the next scienc e period following the 
second test i ng. 
Divis ion One, having 28 pupils tha t ·were pr esent both times thz.t 
the test v1as a dministered. was c iven the tes t on IJonday, February 27 , 
1956 and again on ·aedne sday, 1Ls.rcil. 14, 1956. Thi s division had no 
i nstruction be t •·:een the first and second time t hat the test was givon ; 
t her efor e , it was used as a control gr oup .. 
Division Two , haviug 24 pupils that were present both ti . 1es th· t 
J}A c omplete copy of this test wlll be found in Appendix A .. 
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the test wa.s a.dministered 1 was given the test on t onday, .l!ebruary 27, 
1956 and again on \"/ednesday, March 14, 1956 This division completed 
unit on ocean tides before they took the test the second time. The 
follcwling is an activity sheet that was used a.s a. guide for their unit: 
.A. SURVEY OF OOEAN TIDES 
Pupil Activities 
This is a list of activities that will help you understand the 
concepts brought forth i n this unit~ All assignments will be due at 
the end of this unit., which will be in approximately a} weeks . More 
time will be given to this unit if the class thinks it is necessary. 
Part I . Group Act ivities To Be Done During The Class Periods 
1 . A test will be given to see how much the students know about tides 
before the unit is studied. 
2. An informal class discussion will take place to see how many of the 
students• parents or relatives have made or are making the ·r liv 11-
hood on the sea; and also to permit each student to contribute 
whatever he can to i ncrea a the class•s knowledge of tba tides 
3. The class will be broken up into five groups as follows : 
Group 1 will discuss the history of tidal knowledge 
Group 2 will discuss same effects of the tide. 
Group 3 will discuss tidal energy and its utilization. 
Group 4 ll discuss the effects of wind and weather on the tides. 
Group 5 will discus the greatest or the most unusual tides in the 
world 
4 On class period will be devoted to the demonstrations of projects 
made by the student in fulfillment of their elect ive group of activ-
ities (Part III} . 
5. A test on this unit ill be given 
Par II . The FollmVing Activities Are Required Of All Students 
-; u least te questions, ~hich you think cover this unit 
com lately 
2 ~ e a glossary for this unit including the folloting ter.ms: 
high ide (high YJo.ter} 
o 'I tide (l 'fl :1ater} 
ebbing tide 
flooding tide 
tidal range 
spring tide 
neap tide 
spring range 
neap range 
direct tide 
opposi e tide 
establishment of the port 
mean range 
amphodro o points 
ootid.al lines 
lunar month 
syr.o ·o period of the oon 
s "dereal period of the moon 
perigee 
anogee 
semidiurnal (semidaily} forces 
diurna {da . ly) forces 
tropic tides 
age of the tido 
h" gher h"gh water 
lm1er high water 
higher low ~ater 
lower lm water 
mean sea laval 
vanishing tide 
3 Jketoh · 
apogean tide 
perigea.n tide 
daily type tide 
mixed type tide 
tidal bore 
reversing falls 
tidal current 
nontidal current 
flooding current 
ebbing current 
slack mter (slack of the current l 
strength of the current 
strength of the floo 
strength of the ebb 
sea wave 
mvell 
surf 
stationary~T.ave mot i on 
progressive-wave motion 
rectilinear current 
seiche 
high water and low water lunitidal intervals 
tidal energy 
olosed- dock type of harbor 
open-basin type of harbor 
tidal friction 
tidal wave 
mar ine marsh 
rotary current 
marilla rSh channel 
a . ~he ear th , tl e 
formed spr ing 
Tile ear t:r. , the 
of tide formed 
The earth, t h e 
formed .. 
e ~ moon, a.llLL the sun, showing the type of tide 
or nearjl ~ 
b .. first ·quarter moon, and the sun, sho7ing the t~ 
:f'ull moon, and the sun, showing the type of tide 
d .. '.i:he earth, the third quarter moon, and the sun, showing the type 
of tide formed. 
4 .. By means of a braph, show the difference between higher high tide, 
lor1er hi gh tide,. higher low tide~ a.nd lmver low tide . 
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Pa.rt III .. From The Follcruing Aotivi ties You Are Required To 
Choose Three . Extra Credit Will Be Given For Each 
Additional Activity Beyond The. Required Three . 
1. List in table form as many places as ~ou can where the range of 
the tide is as much as 20 feet . Are there many of these places? 
~~t do you notice about the location of these plaoea? 
2. Show by means of a graph or graphs, what is meant by a vanishing 
tide .. 
3 .. By means of a table or chart, show the relationship between the 
velocity of a current at the strength and the duration of slack 
water Also draw a rotary current . 
4.. By means of a table or chart, show so_le of the industries that 
depend upon tidal lmowledge for greater efficiency .. 
5.. Show by means of a graph or chart: 
The difference between a daily tide, semidaily tide, and a 
mixed. tide .. 
b . The phase of the moon and its relation to the time of upper 
transit; th1..t is, wilen it is hitShest in the sky .. 
6" Solve the following problems: 
a . On December 18, 1944, at pier 9, North Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
the moon appears as crescent moon .. It is waxing; that is, grow-
i ng larger every night.. \v.na.t is the approximate time of the 
next two high waters? 
b. In Hamburg, Ge1·rnany, pril 17, 1944, the moon is slightly sms.ller 
than third quarter .. It is waning; that is, growing smaller night 
after night .. What is the approximate time of the next two high 
tides~ 
7.. a... Collect at least six pictures of harbors, b§l.ys, beaches, light -
houses, etc .. These may ·be post oards, photographs, pain·ti1lf<"S, 
or your own drawings w 
o Quote or bring in one p~cturesque passage by an author de scribiLg 
sollle aspect of the tide .. 
8 .. Illustrate by means of a simple experimElnt , tile effoct of the rising 
and lowering of barometric pressure in a g iven hEroor .. 
9 • .. Illustrate by means of diagrams or models the progressive-wave 
theory and the stationary-wave theory 
10. Colleot the tide tables for Boston Harbor from a Boston newspaper 
for a lunar month and paste them on cardboard. Then ru1swer tho 
following question from your tide tables: 
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a .. ·.ias t.i1ere irregularity in the time of succeeding tides? 
b ,. Did the tide fall the lo'. est on the same day that it rose the 
highest? 
Ow Did the spring tide of the new moon rise to the same height 
as that of the full moon? (Explain your ansvers to these 
questions .. ) 
11 ~ Go to any beach at high tide and take a picture of the vmter 
with your camera from a given point ,. lWke sure that your pictures 
have a reference point and that your camera is on a tabla,. Then 
twca a picture for each succeeding hour at that same spot until 
the tide is low.. This may be done by starting at low tide and 
finishing at high tide if it is more convenient for the student. 
In any case, you will have seven pictures It will take six 
hours to get them.. 1.Iount these photographs and label them so 
the observers will know at what time each photograph as taken. 
(This activity rnay be counted as two activities } 
12 ~e a model having to do with any phase of this unit you like. 
You must be able to demonstrate your ovvn model so that others 
will benefit by watching you .. 
CHA....PTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
General remarks. -- As was stat ed i n the preceding chapter, two eighth 
o-rade science classes at Bi gelmv J·uu i or High School in !ITewton ~ Uassachusetts 
were g iven the test twice; namely., Division One and Div ision Two . Division one 
had 28 pupils that were present both times that the test was adminibtered. 
It had no instruction between the firsli and second ti::1e that the test was 
given ; therefore, it was used as a control group. Division 1wo had 24 
pupils that were present both t i mes that the test was admi nistered,. The 
pupils of this div i sion were giv en a complete unit on oc ean tides before 
t hey took the test the second time .. The test was given to both divis·ons 
on :i.Ionday, :B'ebruary 27 1 1956 and again on \'Jednesday, J,Iarch 14 , 1956 . The 
answers to the test were not discussed until after the second test was given., 
Botil ~ests were passed baclc together on the next science period following 
tae second tasting_ 
Table 5 illustr ates the hib'her or lower scores malce on the second 
testing by the members of tile Division One .. Table 6 sho1vs the i!t1provement 
L1:lde on the second tes tillg by the members of Division ?<:10 . Tables 7 to 
11 
10 a re master tablos showing ~he c nmplete analysis o±' the testings .. 
j}The proced1 res used in deriving the Ineans and standard deviations o.re 
describo<l fully L1 Appendix B. 
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'i:able 5. Higher or Lower Scores trade on the econd Tasting by the 
Members of Division One (the Control) 
Number of Number 
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of 
Number of Students Points Lower Number Of Studente Points Higher 
{l) ( 2} ff} (2} 
4 ••••• • • e • • • • • • 1 6 ............... ~ 1 
3 ....... ............ 2 4 • •••••••••••••• • 2 
3e w•••a•••••• •••• 3 3 - •••••••••••••• .. 3 
! •••••••• - ••••• ••• 5 1 ... lit •••• ••• • •••• 5 
1 ......... 
• • • • • a 7 §/ 1!/ 
Total.·~··••• • 18 Total • ••• ••• • ll 
~Two students ' scores renained the same. 
Table 6. Improvement Shown on the :Second Testing by the Members of 
Division Two 
Number of Students 
(ll 
1 • ••• 
l. · ~ ···················· . 
2 .......................... . 
l •• ••••e•••••••••••••••~••• 
3 •••••••••••••• •••• 
1 •••• •••••.•••••••••••• ~ . ;; 
1 ....... . ................. 
1 (It .. •••••••••••••••••••• .. 
2., .......................... . 
3 ••••••• 
~ ... ············~···lit····· l .. ..... .. ...... . .... "' • • li .. 
3 . .................... ~·-··· 
.1 •••• •••e•••••••••••••••• 
Total••••••••••·~···• •• 
l~ber of Points Soares Improved 
1 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
139 
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Table 7 . 
Class 
Interval 
ci 
Ill 
15 • • •• ., . 
14 .... ~ . ... 
13 .. .. ... 
12 ........ 
11 ..... .. 
* 10 ..... .. . 
9 •• ... 
8 •• • 81.~ 
7 •••• •• 
6~••e•~ 
5 ........... 
4-·-··· 3 ... .. ... 
Mast er Table ~howing the Analysis of the ?irst Testing of 
Division One {The total number of testees (N} is 28 .) 
Frequency Frequenoy 
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Frequency Deviations Deviations Devia.tio~s Squared 
f d fd fd 
( 21 (31 .(41 ( 5\ 
1 -L 5 + 5 25 
3 -+- 4 + 12 48 
2 -+- 3 + 6 18 
4 +2 + 8 16 
3 + 1 + 3 3 
4 0 · ~+fd= -1-34 
4 - 1 - 4 4 
1 - 2 - 2 4 
4 - 3 - 12 36 
1 ~ 4 
-
4 16 
0 - 5 0 0 
0 - 6 0 0 
1 ~ 7 
-
7 49 
~-fd=- ... 29 
Total .... ........ ~ -fd = +5 ~ { Jj_.::::. 219 
Me&l (M)~•·••••••••• ·~· ··~·••••••~•·· ·~· · 10 1741 
Standard Deviation (8 D .. ) •••••••••••••• 2 .. 791 
The starred item(*) is the assumed mean . 
• 
• 
Table a,. 
Class 
Interval 
ci 
(1J 
16 ••• • •• 
15 ... . ... 
14 ••••• • 
13 •••••• 
l •••••• 
1 •••••• 
* 10 . . .. . .. 
• •••• • 
a . . ...... 
7 •••••• 
6 •••••• 
5· .. .... '". 
Uaste r 'ra.b1e Showi ng the Analysi s of the ::3econd · 'esting of 
Di vi sion One {The total numoer of ~estee s (N) i s 2al 
.. F'raquency Frequency 
Frequency Deviations Devi ations Deviations Squared 
f d fd fd2 
(2l J 3J l 4J {5 1 
l 
-'"6 -1- 6 36 
l + 5 + 5 25 
3 -4-. + 2 48 
l 4-3 + 3 9 
1 + 2 + 2 4 
3 + 1 + 3 3 
6 0 f +-fJ::.. + 31 
2 
- 1 - 2 2 
5 - 2 -10 20 
3 - 3 - 9 27 
l .... 4 .... 16 
1 - 5 
-
5 25 
~-fd-=- 0 
Total .. . 
. . • • . • .. • . • • ~ fcl = + 5 ( -fJ.. 2.= 215 
Lie an ( M} •• •• ••••• • • • ••••• •~ ••••••••e••• •• • 10. 0357 
Standard Devi ation (S . D. ) ••••••••• •• •••• • • 2. 771 
The starred i tam { * } i the assumed mean .. 
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Table 9 Master Table Showi ng the Analysis of the J:i' i rst Testing of 
Division ~vo (The t otal number of te stees (N) is 24.} 
Class Frequency Frequency 
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Interval Frequency Deviations Deviations Deviations Squared 
fd2 c i f d fd 
(ll 121 13l J4t ( 5} 
17 . .... • • l 4- 8 .... a 6':1:: 
16 •••••• 1 + 7 + 7 49 
15 ••• • •• 0 + 6 0 0 
14 ••••• ~ 2 + 5 + 10 50 
13 ...... . 1 + 4 + 4 16 
12 ........ ~ 2 + 3 + 6 18 
11 ••• •• • 2 ...... 2 + 4 8 
10 .... . .. 2 + 1 + 2 2 
*9 . .... . . 4 0 ( -t-f<t~ +41 
a •••••• 2 - 1 
-
2 2 
? ro Ii iii~· 3 - 2 - 6 12 
6 • ••• 1 - 3 - 3 9 
5••••a• 1 - 4 - 16 
4.(jl . .... ~ 0 - 5 0 0 
3 ••••• 1 - 6 -6 36 
2 .. . .... 1 - 7 - 7 49 
~ ... +J ::. - 28 
Total •• ... . ....... ~ ~ -f c{ = + 13 f fcl 1-.: 331 
Standar d Deviat i on (S . D .. ) • ••••• • ••••••• •• •••••• 3. 674 
The starred i tem (*) is t he a s sumed meanv 
• 
T ble 10. 
Class 
Interval 
ci 
( l l 
27 ...... 
26 ........ 
25 ... *••• 
24 ........ 
23 .. ...... 
22 ........ 
* 21 .. .. .... . 
20 ......... 
19 .. ..... 
18 • • •••• 
17 • ••••• 
16 ........... 
15 ......... 
14 ....... 
13 ..... .,. 
:Master Table Showing the .Analysi s of the Seoond Testing of 
Division Two (The total number of testees (N} is 24. ) 
li'requency l<'raquency 
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Frequency Deviations Deviations Deviations Squared 
fd2 f d fd 
(2} ( 3} ( 4} (5\ 
2 4- 6 -+12 72 
1 +5 + 5 25 
2 + 4 -+- 8 32 
3 + 3 + 9 27 
1 + 2 ..... 2 4 
3 4- l .(.. 3 3 
2 0 ~ ++J. :. + 39 
0 
-1 0 0 
l - 2 -2 4 
1 - 3 •3 9 
l -4 .... 4 16 
0 - 5 0 0 
2 
-6 - 12 72 
3 -7 - 21 147 
2 
-- 8 -16 128 
~ -.fd ::.. -58 
Total •• .. ..... " . . . .. . ~ -fd =- - 19 ~ fd?.= 539 
Mean (M) •• ~·· ~ ····· · ~~~···~ ··· ·~··••••• • ••• 20. 2083 
Standard Deviation (S .. D. } ... ..... . .. ....... . 4 . 672 
The starred item (*) is the assumed mean. 
• 
• 
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Tabla 11 is a sum:rnary of the results .. o_f' the test ings. 
Table ll ~ Summary of the 'i'est Analyses 
(.;lass Mean Standard Deviation 
( l) ( 2} 
.131 
Division One 
(The First Time ) ... 10 .. 1714 2. 791 
Division One 
(The Second Timel ~- 10 .. 0357 2 .. 771 
Di vi sion Two 
(The First ,,. ) .LUna ..... 9 . 5417 3.674 
Division Two 
(The 5eoond Time ) • • 20 . 2083 4 . 672 
have been lis ted with an nxu i n front of the correct choice. Follo·,;ir.g 
each item the results of both testings of Divisions One and Two have 
been recorded ,. 
Item l 
The greatest gravitational force upon the ocean ~ater is due to the 
(X) A. 
( ) B. { ) c .. 
( ) D. 
moon. 
sun. 
tidal currents. 
rotation of the earth. 
Di vision l: 3 pupil errors the first time 
4 pupil errors the second time 
Division 2 : 2 pupil errors the first time 
l pupil error the second time 
Item 2 
The difference between high tide and low tide is referred to as 
• 
• 
{ ) A. 
( ) B .. 
(X) G. 
( ) D. 
current .. 
apogee . 
range .. 
deo lina. t ion. 
Division 1: 26 pupil 
20 pupil 
Division 2: 23 pupil 
3 pupil 
errors 
errors 
errors 
errors 
the first time _ 
the second time 
the first time 
the sec ond time 
Item 3 
On the average the differ ence in t i me between two high t i des or two 
lo~t tides is 
( ) A .. 
( ) B. 
(X} C. 
{ } D .. 
3 hours and 25 minutes . 
6 hours and 12 minutes. 
12 hours anu 25 minute s 
24 hours and 50 minut es . 
Division 1: 13 pupi l errors the 
17 pupil errors the 
Division 2: 19 pupil errors the 
2 pupil errors the 
first t ime 
second time 
first time 
second t i me 
Item 4 
High and low tide follow each other a t intervals of approxi mately 
( ) A., 
(X 1 B. ( ) c. 
( ) D 
3 hours and 25 minutes . 
6 hours and 12 minutes . 
12 hours and 25 minutes . 
24 hours and 50 minutes . 
Division l : 14 pupil errors he first time 
10 Jupil erro .,.·s the second time 
Division 2: 17 pupil errors the first time 
l pupil error the second time 
Item 5 
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Places in tne world where there appear to be no t i des are referred to 
as being 
• ( } A. 
(X} B 
l ) c ~ 
( ) D .• 
cotidal . 
amphodromic .. 
synodic. 
sidereal .. 
Division l: 19 pupil 
24 pupil 
Division 2: 14 pupil 
5 pupil 
errors 
errors 
errors 
errors 
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the first time 
the second time 
the first time 
the s eo ond time 
Item 6 
A high tide being produced at a port wnile tlle moon is rising is referred 
t o as 
l .a. a spring tide .. 
} B. a neap tide .. 
( l c. an opposite tide. 
(A D. a direct tide .. 
Division 1: 14 pupil errors the first time 
20 pupil errors the second time 
Division 2 : 19 pupil errors the f irs t time 
ll pupil errore the second time 
Item 7 
T a establishment of the port i s 
{ ) ::.. . 
( ) B. ( c. 
D. 
the t · e that all shi s mu t dock at a certain port . 
the time it takes a ship to go from one port to the other . 
the defi nite interval bet een the time of the moon•s passage 
over the meridi an and the time of the ne~t high tide 
the average speed in lmots of the tidal current for a specific 
port . 
Division l: 20 pupil errors the first time 
16 pupil errors the second t i me 
Division 2: 14 pu.pil errors the first time 
1 pupi l error the second time 
Item 8 
The reason that the sun ' s gravitational force has a lesser ef~ect on the 
earth than that of the moon is due to the fact that 
(X) A. 
( ) B. 
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the moon is nmch nearer the earth than the sun. 
the moon i~ a solid mass, wnile the sun is lmovm to be a 
gaseous mass; therefore, a solid body has a greater gravitational 
force. ( c. 
( D. 
most of the sun's gravitational force is absorbed by neighboring 
:planets. 
the changing of h;;tdrogen to helium in the suu acts as sort of a 
break thus causing a relatively small amount of gravitational 
force to reach the earth . 
Division 1: 13 pupil errors the first time 
20 pupil errors the second time 
Division 2: e pupil errors the first time 
6 pupil errors tne second t ima 
Item 9 
The 1eHgth of a lunar mouth is 
( l A. 27~ days . 
( l B. 28 days. 
(X} c .. 29~ days. 
( l D. 30 days 
Division 1: 24 pupil errors the first time 
24 pupil errors the second time 
Division 2: 21 pupil errors the fi r st time 
1 pupil error the sec ond time 
Item 10 
At the time of the third quarter of the moon , there is a 
( ) A .. 
(X} B. ( } c. 
( l D. 
spring tide . 
neap tide . 
tropic tide .. 
perigean tide. 
Division 1: 21 pupil 
17 pupil 
Division 2: 17 pupil 
5 pupil 
errors 
errors 
errors 
errors 
the first time 
the second time 
the first time 
the second time 
Item 11 
When the moon is nearest to the earth, a certain type of tide will result. Thi s tide is lmown as a 
•• 
• 
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l A .. spring tidew 
) B .. neap tide .. 
( ) c. tropic tide .. 
(X) D. perigean t ide. 
Division 1: 16 pupil errors the first time 
21 pupil errors the second time 
Division 2: 19 pupil errors the first time 
0 pupil errors the second time 
Item 12 
The fact that morning and anernoon tides are sometimes different is due 
in part to 
( ) .A. 
(X) B. 
c. 
D. 
the rotation of the earth .. 
the inclination of the mo on's orbit to the plane of the equator 
of the earth,. 
the water in the afternoon tides generally be ing warmer ti:lan 
tiw water of the morning tides. 
the faster rate of evaporation of water from the afternoon tides 
because of their longer exposure to the sunlight. 
Division 1: 23 pupil errors the first time 
19 pupil errors the second time 
Division 2 19 pupil errors the first time 
9 pupil errors the second time 
Item 13 
The Atlantic coast of the United States, classified on the basis of the 
ty-pe of tide prevalent most of tile time, is said to belong to the 
(X) A. semidaily type .. 
( ) B. daily type. 
( l c. mixed typew 
( ) D .. apogean type. 
Division 1: 21 pupil errors tile first time 
19 pupil errors ~he second time 
Division 2: 16 lJU.)?il errors tile first time 
0 pupil er1·ors the second time 
Item 14 
The merging of a lligh and lov; tide is known as a 
{ ) A. 
( ) B ~ 
{X) C. 
( ) D .. 
daily ti de. 
mixed tide. 
vanishing tide 
river tide. 
Division 1: 21 pupil 
21 pupil 
Division 2: 22 pupil 
14 pupil 
A bore is 
error 
errors 
errors 
errors 
tne first t ime 
the second time 
the first time 
the second time 
I tem 15 
( ) A. 
( X} B .. 
another name for reversing falls. 
a great wall of water that travels upstream in the form of a 
single large wave . 
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c .. a male sea animal~ related to the seal ; that bores holes on the 
ocean floor. 
the noise made by aquatic mwmnals such as whales when they sense 
the approach of storms or dangerous enemies 
Division 1: 18 pupil errors the first time 
18 pupil errors the second time 
Di vision 2: 9 pupil errors the first time 
7 pupil errors the second time 
Item 16 
Slack water may be defined as 
(X) a. a period of time during which the current is at a standstill or 
i moving less than one ... tenth of a knot .. 
( ) B. the type of current that is found in isolated bodies of water 
such as the Dead Sea~ 
c. that period during the day when tna tide is either rising or 
falling; that is, wnen there is only one type of current flowing. 
D the result of a wind blowing in the opposite direction of the 
current. 
Division 1: 16 pupil errors the first time 
18 pupil errors the sea ond t irne 
Divi sion 2: 14 pupil errors tbe first time 
3 pupil errors the second time 
Item 17 
fter the strength of the current has been reached, the velocity of the 
• 
• 
current decreases gradually for a period of about 
(X} A 
( ) B~ ( ) c¥ 
( } D., 
3 hours .. 
6 hours. 
12 hours .. 
24 hours. 
Division 1: 12 pupil errors the first time 
18 pupil errors the second t iine 
Division 2: 14 pupil errors the first time 
5 pupil errors the second time 
Item 18 
During the time of new and full moon the currant 
shows a decrease in velocity. 
shows an increase in velocity. 
exhibits no change at all. 
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( ) A. 
(X) B. 
( l c. 
( ) D .. shows an increase in velocity as the tide is rising and a decrease 
in velocity as the tide falls. 
Division 1: 21 pupil errors the first time 
19 pupil errors the second time 
Division 2: 13 pupil errors the first time 
17 pupil errors the second time 
Item 19 
'.J:lle type of wave motion one creates by raising and lowering one end of 
a rae tangular tank is 
( ) A .. 
{ } B .. 
l l c .. 
(X) D .. 
progressive-wave motion. 
artificial-wave motion. 
miniature- ~ve motion. 
stationary-wave motion,. 
Division 1: 27 pupil errors the 
20 pupil errors the 
Division 2: 22 pupil errors the 
16 pu:pil errors the 
first time 
second time 
first time 
seoond time 
Item 20 
Offshore tidal currents are knmvn as 
( ) A. 
( ) B .. 
lX} U. 
( l D .. 
ebb currents . 
flood currents. 
rotary currents. 
rec t ilinear currents 
.J.)ivision 1: 20 pupil errors 
15 pupil errors 
.Uivision 2: 19 pupil errors 
6 pupil errors 
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the first time 
the second time 
the first time 
the second time 
Item 21 
The theory of tide- format ion that takes into account the fact that every 
body of wat r whether natural or artificial has it own eri a of 
oscillat ion s 
the pro ressiv -wa th ry. 
B ~ the artificial-wave theory. 
c. the min ature-wave th ory. 
D.. t he stationary-wave theory. 
Di i io 1 : 19 pt:l:pil errors the first time 
23 pupi error the second time 
Divis ion 2: 19 pu.Qil error the first t":as 
18 pupil errors the second time 
Item 22 
A ~dden fall i barometric pressure in a harbor will 
(X} • raise the water 
depress the water. ) B .. ) c. 
) D .. 
have no effect on t he water at all. 
cause a wi nd to blow from the wa ter to the land 
D" vis on 1: 16 :r;upil errors the first t ime 
20 pupil errors the second time 
Divisio 2· . 17 pupil errors the first time 
10 pupil errors the second time 
Item 23 
A tidal wave is 
} A. 
( } B 
(X) C. 
( ) D. 
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a ~ave caused by the incoming tide. 
a wave resulting from the " turn of' the tide" .. 
a wave orought about by either severe storms or by earthquakes. 
a huge wave occuring at places in the world where the tidal 
range is over 20 feet. 
Division 1: 19 pupil errors the first time 
24 pupil errors the second time 
Divi sion 2. 15 pupil errors the first time 
0 pupil errors t he second time 
Item 24 
A certain tide tab l e for a certain harbor read as follows : 
LO~ TIDE........... 0. 1 ft . This means 
( I • 
( ) B .. ( ) c .. 
(X) D. 
that the low tide was only 0. 1 of a foot lower than the high tide . 
that the average depth of the harbor is 0. 1 of a foot. 
that the lo~ t i de was 0.1 of a foot below the plane of the mean 
sea level. 
that the low tide was 0.1 of a foot above the plane of the mean 
sea level. 
Division 1: 20 pupil errors the first time 
20 pupil errors the second time 
Division 2: 22pupil errors the first time 
14 pupil errors the second time 
Item 25 
The system th t best presents the possibil i ty of utilization of tidal power 
is the 
( ) A. 
( } B. ( } c .. 
(X) D. 
float system. 
tidal-strewn system. 
compressed-air system. 
basin system. 
Division 1: 20 pupil errors the 
23 pupil err ors the 
Division 2: 16 pupil error s the 
13 pupil errors the 
first time 
second time 
f i rst t i me 
seooud time 
Item 26 
Tidal power is only eoonomio lly feas ible when the t i dal range is over 
( ) A .. 
(X) B .. 
t l c .. 
( ) D .. 
5 feet .. 
10 feet. 
20 feet .. 
40 feet. 
Division 1: 15 pupil 
18 pupil 
Division 2: 16 pupil 
6 pupil 
errors 
errors 
errors 
errors 
the first tine 
the sea ond time 
the first time 
the second time 
Item 27 
The reason generally accepted that accounts for the extremely high 
tidal range of the Bay of Fund¥ is that 
the na-+;ural period of oscillation of the bay approximates the 
period of oscillation of the ocean tide. 
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(X) A .. 
( B. ( c. 
the bay gats less narrow and less deep from 1:touth to head. 
the secondary :progressive wave formed in the Atlantic is aimed 
D .. 
in the direction of the bay. 
the farther north one goes , the greater the range of the tide .. 
Division 1 : 22 pupil errors the first time 
second time 15 puiJil errors the 
Division 2: 17 pupil errors the first time 
second time 17 pupil errors the 
I tem 28 
If the rise and fall of a tide at ru1y one place is over 15 feet, 
( i 
(X) B. { ) c .. 
( ) D. 
the open- basin type of harbor is used. 
the closed-dock type bf' ho.rtor is used. 
boats are not allowed to dock in the harbor .. 
the harbor is only or•ened to commercial freighters., 
Division 1: 21 pupil errors the first time 
econd time 20 pupil errors the 
Division 2: 15 pupil errors the first time 
15 pupil errors the second tl.me 
Item 29 
The effects of tidal friction are 
A. to shorten the day and the ::1onth, and to increase the t idal 
r ange on the earth~ 
( B. to shorten the day and the month~ and to decrease the tidal 
range on the earth. 
( c. to lengthen the day and the month, and to increase the tidal 
range on the eartha 
(X) D. to lengthen the day and the month. and to decrease the tidal 
range on the earth. 
Division 1: 27 pupil errors the first time 
15 pupil errors the second t i:rm 
Division 2: 16 pupil errors the first time 
19 pupil errors the second time 
Item 30 
It i s known that the tide 
effects the breeding rhythm of certain marine animals. (X) A 
( ) B .. causes the moon to get closer to the earth at the rate of one 
mile per 10 million years . 
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( } c .. 
( } D. 
effects the rate of growth of plants in our own vege t able gardens .. 
causes the rotation of the earth to speed up, hence ·shorten the 
day. 
Division 1: 20 pupil errors the first time 
21 pupil errors the second time 
Division 2: 17 pupil errors the first time 
10 pupil errors the econd time 
Table 12 and 13 sun~rize the analysis that is on the preceding pages w 
Table 14 is a subjective item analysis based on Division Two ' s performance 
on its second testing. The following procedure was followed: 
1. The criterion of comparison was the total test score. 
2. The papers were divided in comparison groups .. The upper and 
lmver 27 per cent were used. 
3. The individual re.sponse to each item for each group was tallied .. 
4~ The group response to each item \V<aS compared and interpreted 
• 
• 
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Table 12. ~e Comparison of the ilesults of Division One's First Testing 
to Its ~econd Testing 
'_est Item 
_(l l 
1 ........... .. ...... . 
2 eoeo••••••••••••••• 
3." •••••••••••••••• " 
4. ~" •..•.•..•. •.• (f • • 
5 .a••••e• 
6 ••••••••••••••••••• 
7 ••••••••••••••••••• 
a. ···~············ 9 •••••••••••• " •••••• 
10~····· ···· ········· 
11oeo•••••••••••••••• 
12 ••••••••. •••••••••• 
13 ········~········· 14. It.~ Ci ill ••••••••••••• 
15 ••• •••••••••••••• •• 
16 ••••••••••••••••••• 
17_., • i ............. * ••• 
18. .................. 
19 ••••••..•••••••.••• 
20•••• •~••~••w•••••~• 
21 •••••• ~~···~········ 
2 2 •••.••••••••••• ~~-· 
23 ................... . 
2 ••••••••••••••••••. 
25•••••••••••••••w••• 
26••• • ••••e••••••• • •• 
27 ••••••••••••••••••• 
28~········~···~··~·· 
29 •••••••••••••• ~···· 
30 ••••••••••.••••.••• 
Total •••••••••• 
Number of Pupil Brrors 
in i irst Testing 
( 2) 
3 
26 
13 
14 
19 
14 
20 
13 
24 
21 
16 
23 
21 
21 
18 
16 
12 
21 
27 
20 
19 
16 
19 
20 
20 
15 
22 
21 
27 
20 
555 
Number of Pupil •rrors 
in j econd Testing 
{3} 
4 
20 
17 
- 10 
24 
20 
16 
20 
24 
17 
21 
19 
19 
21 
18 
18 
18 
19 
20 
15 
23 
20 
24 
20 
23 
18 
15 
20 
15 
21 
559 
• 
• 
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Table 13. The Comparison of the Results of Divis.ion Two ' s :b'irst Testing 
to Its Second Testing 
Test Item 
( ll 
1 • •.• •• .•. •••• ill • • 
2 . •w•••w••••••ew& 
3 • •• lit . .... .. ... ... . 
4•••a•••••~ • ••••• • 
5 •• • ••• •• •••• ••••• 
6 ••••••• ....... .. 
7 ........... .... 8 •• 
8 • • • a • • • • • • • • • • • 4if • 
9 •••e•••• ••••• •••• 
lO••• •••~•••••e•••• 
11~··~··· ··· ····· ·· 
12 • •• if- . ... 4' • • •• •• • 
13 ................. . 
l4••••••• ••e••••••• 
15 •• !if •••••••••••••• 
16 ••••• ••••••• •• ••• 
17••• e••••••••••••• 
18 •••••• •••••• ••••• 
19 ••••• ~· ··· · ······ 
20e eaw ••••••• •• •••e 
21 ••••••••••••••••• 
22 •••••••••• • Ill ••• 
23 •• ••• •••••• ~····· 
244 •••••••••••••••• 
25 •• •• •••• • ••••.••• 
26 ••• ~·· · ~·~····- ·· 
27 . .......... • • a_. 
28 ••••••••••••••••• 
29 •• •••~•••a••••••• 
3Q•••~ ••••~•• • ••a•• 
Total .. .......... . 
Number of Pupil Errors 
in First Testing 
( 2} 
2 
23 
19 
17 
14 
19 
14 
8 
21 
17 
19 
19 
16 
22 
9 
14 
14 
13 
22 
19 
19 
17 
15 
22 
16 
16 
17 
15 
16 
17 
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Number of Pupil Errors 
in Second Testing 
(3 } 
1 
3 
2 
1 
5 
11 
1 
6 
1 
5 
0 
9 
0 
14 
7 
3 
5 
17 
16 
6 
18 
10 
0 
14 
13 
6 
17 
15 
19 
10 
235 
• 
Table 14,. Item Analysis According to the ~esults of Division Two•s 
Second Testing 
High Group Low Group 
27 Per Cent 27 Per Cent 
Test Item Discriminat ion 
Right Wrong Right Wrong 
( ll ( 2 ) (3) _( 4l (5} 
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l ...... . .. (j .. . .. 7 0 7 0 If one 
z ••• •• • ~···· 7 0 5 2 Positive 
3 .... .. ...... ... . 7 0 6 1 Positive 
4 .. . ..... .. .,~ . 7 0 7 0 }Tone 
5 ..... ..... 41) • • 7 0 l 5 Positive 
6 .............. 7 0 0 7 Positive 
7- ··~ ······· 7 0 7 0 None 
a ••••• w .... . . 7 0 3 4 Po itive 
9. ~ ..... w •• w 7 0 5 1 Positive 
lOw• • ••• •••• • 7 0 3 .4 l)ositive 
11 ... . .. . .... . 7 0 7 0 None 
12 • • • •• ~ ... .., ... 7 0 2 5 Positive 
l3 • •• 'il ......... 7 0 5 1 Positive 
14 • ••••• * •••• 6 l 1 6 Positive 
15 
• _, • • • • • e • • 7 0 3 4 Positive 
l6 ••• • W4 W- ff •• 5 2 6 1 Negative 
17 • ••••••• (1 • • 7 0 6 1 Po itive 
l8 .... 1if ••••••• 5 2 0 7 Positive 
19 ..... .,., ~.a• ww 4 3 3 4 Positive 
20•" • •tt~ • •v~• · 7 0 1 6 Positive 
2l .. .. _. .,.,.,a• • • 1 8 0 7 Positive 
22w~••••••w•• 6 l 0 7 Positive 
23 .. ........ ~ ... 7 0 7 0 None 
24wawa•a•••" 5 2 0 7 Positive 
25 . .... " .......... 4 3 2 5 Positive 
.26 ... •ilf ••w••• 7 0 4 3 Posit ive 
27 .... ....... .. .... 2 5 3 4 Negative 
28• •• " ••ww tt t~w 5 2 0 7 Positive 
29 .. . .,.-. ..... ~ ... 2 5 0 7 Positive 
30• ••••••a• •• 7 0 1 5 Positive 
Total ..... 178 32 97 113 
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by askint; tho following question. Does the item d i scriminate pos i tivel~r, 
negatively, or not at all? 
Inten·roj;ation of resil ts .-- fter studying the preceding taolo::; 1 
one m.'l.y gene rali ze by say·ng that Division One ' s performance on thf. 
second test •las aprJroximately tne same a s on the irst test; 'lherer· s 
Divi"ion Two improved romo.rlc.ably v:.l the second test . Also in Div"sion 
Two everyone ' s score i mproved. by ~t least one point. This was no t so 
in D;j.vision Ono . Division ~wo shoved considerable in-.;erest in b1e tiues . 
This was att r ibutod to the tea.c.ili.it;' of the r. r t · . L l . At least one ·oo cl 
question \"l. .... s c.sl~ed by all the students; an on tho whu l , y 
clOJ.ie on the projects listed on the activity sheet . Tndre was no a J _ _. _r nt 
interest in Divi s ion On .. 
j}See p . 60- 63. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCIDSI 
0'1 that t e hypothe is has been tasted, the data have been 
analyzed~ and the results interpreted, the conclusion can be stated. )j 
Bodman and Callback put it this ~ : "Conclusions should 
be simple , direct, ru1d complete references to the ~othese They 
should be brief, direct, and complete in order to avoid ambigu·ty. 
Probably the mos t important requirement of a c onclusion is that it 
1aust be stated within the limits of the data and analytical techniques 
employed. The conclusions should be so l i sted and stated that another 
reader could malce an immediate comparison of the hypotheses with the 
conclusions .. " They go on to say: "Conclus i ons a r e never absolute and 
should be treated as tentative generali zations . " As Heiss, Obourn, and y 
Hoffman say, "It is quite true that the sol utions of all problems do 
not lead to new generalizations Often a conclus i on merely supports 
another generalization. " y 
r ith these statements in mind, the hypothesis may be recall od-
"Secondary school pupils can ·oacoma very interested in ocean tide • .t:-1..1. 
i?char las ".. odm(:Ul Jr.. and J.. Donald Sino l a ir Callback., An Ex: ere i sa i n , 
_cientific llethod, Unpubli had Paper Boston University, Boston, 1955 pp. 31 '7 • 
£/Elwood D .. He·ss, """llaworth S .. Obourn, and Charles W. Hoffman, odera 
Science Jeachipg, The .Jacmillan Company, New York, 1954,. pp 151 .. 
£/See Chapter Ill, p . 58 . 
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their interest is aroused by adequate instruction ~ " The conclusion 
Thora is very reliable evidence that secondary school pupils can become 
very interested in ocean tides if their interest is aroused by adequate 
instnlction. The latter was sho\vn by observing Division ~vo ' s individual-
test- score improvement as well as its much higher mean score after the 
period of instruction.. The interest in the subject matter was ooserved 
in the class room and through the outside assignmentsw As was stated 
before, no outstanding change in Division One's performance vas noted 
on tne second testing; also., there was no special interest in the subject 
matter 
• 
• 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMiJARY 
This st\.1d¥ attempts to provi de the secondary school science teacher 
with a means of interesting young students in obtaining an understanding 
of the forces that produce and complicate tidal movements The study 
i nvolves a fairly complete nontechnical explanation of ocean tides, which 
is intended to be used as a source from which a secondary school so ience 
may construct a unit on ocaro1 tides w 
A uuit on ocean tides was taught to an eighth grade science class., 
The measurement device used was a 30 item multiple choice test which was 
given before and after the instruction .. The test was also given twice 
to another eighth grade science class that no instruction on ocean 
tides between the testings.. This class >~s the control. The teaching 
of the course and the adlflinisteri:ug of the test were necessary to test 
the hypothesis; "Secondary school pupils can become very interested in 
ocean tides if their interest is aroused by adequate instruction .. " 
After the analysis of the data and the interpretation of the results 
from tables 5 to 14 were completed, it was found that the hypothesis was 
supported; therefore, a conclusion was drawn.. This conclusion was simple, 
direct, and a complete reference to the hypothesis .. It was stated within 
the limits of the data and analytical techniques employed. Also it was 
stated so that another reader could 1aake an immediate comparison with 
-87-
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the tated hypothesis ~ It \T.aS noted that conclusions should be accepted 
tentatively rather than absolutely. 
The question of tides still constitutes a fertile field for research 
offering to the investigator a number of interesting problems . liaybe 
someone will develop an easier way to secure systematic current observations 
at some distance from the shore. new theory on the formation of ocean 
tides will ah ays be welcome ~ Observa tions of the tide in remote parts of 
the world is a project that could be undertaken by someone .. How the tide 
effects the breeding rhythm of certai n marine animals is still a mystery 
of nature . The reader can see that there are still many unanswered 
questions in this field a I t is the responsibility of the students who 
are now in school to answer them 
These student responsibilities can only be fulfilled by exposing 
the subject 11Jatter of tides to tnem~ ':::his can be done by plac i ng a 
unit on tides in a secondary school general science course thus giving 
it as !11UCh e:uphasis as units in chemistry, phys ics, astrono ny, weather~ 
or geology, lceeping in mind always that an educated person is one who 
has a fair knowled e and avpreciat ive understanding of the environment 
in which he lives. 
•• 
A?P.ENDIX A 
• 
• 
'l'IDES 
Ex:araination 
Circle the letter in front of the .Q!!!! answer that seems the most 
correct to you . 
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1~ The greatest gravitational force upon the ocean water i s due to the 
A. moon ~ 
.D . sun .. 
c. tidal currents . 
D. rotation of the earth. 
2. The difference between high tide and low t ide i s referred to as 
A. . current • 
.J . apogee . 
c. range. 
D. declinat ion. 
3 .. On the average the difference in time between two high tides or two 
lOI!V t i des is 
a. 3 hours and 25 miuutes. 
:a. 6 hours and 12 minutes. 
c. 12 hours and 25 mi nutes. 
D. 24 hours and 50 mi nutes. 
4. High and low tide follow each other at intervals of approximately 
A. 3 hours and 25 minute ~ . 
B. 6 hours and 12 minutes . 
Cw 12 hours an~ 25 minutes . 
D. 24 hours and 50 minutes . 
5.. Places in the \ orld where there appear to be no tides are referred 
o as being 
.. 
A. .. ootid.a.L 
B., a.mphodromic .. 
C.. synodic .. 
D~ sidereal • 
• h · ~h i de being produced at a port while the moon is rising is 
rE:tferrea to as 
• 
A. a spring tide . 
~ . a neap tide . 
c. an opposite tide. 
Dw a direct tide. 
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7.. The establishment of the port is 
Aw the time that a l l ships must dock at a certain port . 
B. the time that it talces a ship to go from one port to t:ne other. 
c. the definite inter val between the time of the moon ' s passage 
over the meridi an and the t i me of the next hi gh tide . 
D.. the average speed in knots of the tidal current for a specific 
port. 
a .. The reason that the sun ' s gravitational force has u lesser ef:::'ect on 
the earth than that of the moon i s due to the ±'act that 
9 .. 
10. 
A. the moon is much nearer the ear th than the sun. 
B. the moon i s a solid mass, while the sun is known to be a gaseous 
mass; therefore, a sol id body has a greater gravita tional force. 
c. most of the sun ' s gravitational force is absorbed by neighboring 
planet s. 
D. the changing of hydrogen to helium in the sun acts as a sort of 
break thus causing a r elative ly small amount of gr avitat i onal 
force to reach th~ earth . 
_The lengtil of a lunar month is 
A. 27t days . 
B. 28 days. 
c. ~ 2~2 days .. 
D. 30 days .. 
At the time Of the 
A. spring tide . 
iS .. neap tide ,. 
C tropic tide .. 
D. perigea.n tide . 
third quarter Of the moon, there is a 
11 .. ·.Then the moon i::.: nearest to the earth, a certain type of tide will resul t 
This t ide is kno·wn as a 
A. spri ng tide . 
B.. neap tide . 
c.. tropic tide .. 
D. perigean tide .. 
12.. The fact that morning and afternoon tides are sometimes different is 
due in part to 
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A. the rotation of the earth. 
B~ the inclination of .the moon's orbit to the plane of the equator 
of the earth. 
c. the water in the aft~ruoon tides generally baing warmer than 
the water of the morning tides~ 
D. the faster rate of e~aporation of water from the afternoon 
tides because of their longer exposure to the sunlight . 
13. The Atlantic coast of the Uni ted States , classified on the basis 
of the type of tide prevalent most of the time, is said to belong 
to the 
A. samidaily type . 
B. daily type . 
c. mixed type . 
D. apogean type. 
14.. The merging of a h igh and low tide is known as a 
A. daily tide . 
B.. mixed tide .. 
c. vanishing tide . 
D. river tide. 
15. A bore is 
A. another name for reversing falls .. 
B. a great wall of water that travels upstream in the form of a 
single large wave 
C a mala sea animal, related to the seal, that bores holes on 
the ocean floor. 
D.. the no ise made by aquatic. mammals such as whales when they sense 
the approach of storms or dangerous enemies. 
16 . Slack water may be defined as 
A. the period of time during which the currant is at a standstill 
or is mavins less than one-tenth of a knot. 
B. the type of current that is found in isolated bodies of water 
such as the Dead Se~ . ' 
C that period during the day when the tide is either rising or 
fallint;; that is, when there is only one type of current flowing. 
D. the result of a wind blowing in the oppo ite direction of the 
current. 
17~ After the strength of the current has been reached, the veloc · ty of 
the current decreases gradually for a period of about . 
• 
• 
A.. :3 hcurs .. 
.a. 6 hours. 
c~ · 12 hours. 
D. 24 hours . 
18 .. During the time of new and full moon the current 
A shows a decrease in velocity. 
B. shows an i ncrease in velocity. 
c¥ exhibits no change at all . 
D. shows an increase i n velocity as· the tide is 
decrease in velocity as the tide falls. 
rising and a 
19. The type of wave motiou one creates by raising and lowering one 
end of a rectangular tank is 
A. progressive-wave motion • 
.Ba artificial-vave motion. 
c. miniature-wave motion. 
D. stationary- wave motion . 
20;o Offshore tidal currents are known as 
A. ebll currents .. 
B. flood currents. 
c. rotary currents. 
D. rectilinear currents . 
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21. The theory of tide- format i on that· takes into account the fact that 
every body of water whether natural or artificial has its own period 
of oscillation is 
A .. the progressive-wave theory . 
B .. t·he artificial-wave theory. 
c. the miniature-wave theory. 
D. the s ta tiOllary- wave theory. 
22. A sudden fall i n barometric pressure in a harbor will 
a. raise the water • 
.B . depress the water. 
C.. have no effect on the water a t all. 
D.. cause a wind to blow from the water to tile land. 
2:3 A tidal wave is 
A. a wave caused by the incoming vide ,. 
B. a wave resulting from the "turu of the tiden . 
c. a wave brought about by either severe stor.ms or by earthquakes .. 
D. a huge wave occuring at places in the world where the tidal 
ranLe is over 20 feet 
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24. A certain tide table fo r a certain harbor read as follows: 
LOW TIDE•• ••••• • • ••• ••••• 0. 1 ft . . his means 
A that the low tide was only 0 .. 1 of a foot lower than the high 
t ide. 
B .. that the average depth of the harbor is 0 1 of a foot 
c. that the low tide was O~l of a foo t below the plane of the mean 
sea level. 
D., that the low tide was 0 .. 1 of a foot above the plana Of the mean 
sea level .. 
25 The system that best presents the possibility of utilization of 
tidal power is the 
A. float system. 
B. tidal- stream system. 
~ . compressed- a ir system. 
D. bas in system. 
26 .. Tidal pm11er is only eo 
over 
Aw 5 feet. 
B. 10 feet . 
c.. 20 f'tJet . 
D. 40 feet .. 
mi ally feas i ble when the t idal r ange i 
27. The reason generally accepted that accounts fo r t he extremely h igh 
tidal r ange of the Bay of Fun~ is that 
A. the natural period of oscillation of the bay approxi ma tes the 
period of oscillation of the ocean tide .. 
B.. the bay gets less narrow and less deep from mouth to head. 
c. t he secondary progressive wave formed in the Atlantic is a i med 
in the direction of the bay 
D the fartner north one goes , the gr eater tne range of tne tide . 
28 .. If the rise and fall of a tide at any one place is .ovvr .15 feet, 
A. the o1)en-basin type of harbor i s used. 
B. the closed- dock t :t9e of harbor is used .. 
c. boats are not allowed to dock in the harbor. 
D. the harbor is only opened to commercial freighters 
29 . The effects of t i dal f riction are 
·-
A. to shorten the day and the month, and to increase the tidal 
range on the earth .. 
B. to shorten the day &ld the month, and to decrease the tidal 
range on the earth . 
c. to lengthen the day and the month, and to increase the tidal 
range on the earth . 
D to lengthen the day and the month, and to decrease the tidal 
range on the earth . 
30 ~ It is knO\vn that the tide 
A. effects the breeding rhythm of oert ain mari ne animals. 
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B. oauses the moon to get closer to the earth at a rate of one mile 
per 10 mill ion years . 
c. effects the rate of gr owth of plants in our own vegetable 
gardens .. 
D. causes the rotation of the earth to speed up, hence shorten 
the day. 
• 
APPENDIX B 
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~teps Used in Computing the Ari thmetic !Jean 
1. A frequency distribution was sat up. 
2.. A mean as the mid-point of an interval near the middle of the 
distribution was assumed. 
3 . Deviations from the assumed mean were marked off by assigning a 
value of zero to the interval in which the assumed mean was, count ing 
both upward and do~1ward from the i nterval by units Of one . Devia tions 
below the assumed mean had negative signs . 
4.. The number of cases ( t.be frequency) in each interval was nru.ltipl ied 
by its corresponding deviation thus forming frequency deviations 
(~ fd) . Product below the assumed mean had negative signs. 
5. The algebraic _ sum of the frequency deviations were found by adding 
all positive values, all negative values, and then subtract i ng the 
smaller from the larger retaining the sign (+or- ) of the larger. 
6. The results of Step 5 were divided by the total number of cases (N), 
retaining the proper sign to obtain the correction (o) in terms of 
the proport ion of the class interval (ci) . 
7. The result of Step 6 was mult i plied by the size of the class interval 
in order to obtain the correction in terms of the ra scores8 
a~ The result of tap 7 (c in term of raw scores) .vas algebraically 
added to the assumed mean to obtain the arithmetic mean (ll) w 
•ormula. Mean ::: Assumed Mean+ ci (-ffcj ) 
N 
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Steps Used in Computing the Standard Deviation 
1-6~ Exactly the same procedure that was used in the first six steps in 
computing the arithmetic mean was employed. 
7. The correction (c , Step 6) was squared. 
8.. Each frequency deviation (·fd} was mult i pli ed by the corresponding 
deviation (d) in order td obtain the frequency-deviat i on- squared 
9. The sum of the frequency-deviation- squared ({ fd2) was obtained. 
10. The sum of the frequency- deviation- squared (St ep 9 ) vms divided by 
the total nwnoer of cases (N) . 
11. The correction squared (o2, Step 7) was subtracted from the sum of 
the frequency- deviation-squar ed div i ded by N (St ep 10) . 
12. The square root of Step 11 was obtained. 
13~ The result of Step 12 was multiplied by the ize of the class interval 
to obtain the standard deviation (S . D. ) . 
Formula 
• 
APPENDIX C 
• 
• 
• 
lates Supplementing the 1Iaterial in Chapter II 
Plates 1 to 7 are hourly tidal observations made at ~, Mass-
achusetts on Tuesday, Apr i l 10, 1956. The high tide, which was at 
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10: 31 A. M. , was photographed. One photograph was taken every succeeding 
hour until the tide was low, which was at 4:::38 P .. M. Thus Plate 2 was 
taken at 11: 31 A.M~; Plate 3, at 12:31 M,; Plate~, ' 1:31-P. li.; Plate 
5, at 2 : 31 P .. 1.1.• Plate 6, at 3 :31 P .. M .. ; Plate 7, at 4 : 38 P. , (low tide) . 
Plates 8 to 25 are aefl- explanatory All photographs were taken in 
M.a.ssaahuset ts .. 
Plate l H'jh Tide, 10. 31 A. • 
Plat 3 . o Hour attar High Ti de, 
12•31 p 
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Plate 2. One Hour aftor High Tide 
ll 31 A.'. 
Pl te 4 Thr o Hours fter High Tide, 
l 31 P. 
Plate 5 Four Hours after High Tide, 
2a31 P .. 
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Plate 6 Five Hours after High Tide, 
3:31 P. 
Plate 7 L Tid , ~ 38 P. M. 
late s. Hi Tide at Lynn Harbor 
Plate 10. High Tide at 
in Lyml 
Inlet 
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P1 te 9. Low Tide at Lynn Harbor 
,l~te ll Low Tid at the s 
Inlet 
Plate 12. High Tide at the Slade 
Spice Mill in R vera 
Pl te 14. High Tid at 
sh in Rave 
rine 
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Plate 13. Low Tide at the Slade 
Spice 11 
Plate 15. Lon Tide 
rsh 
liar in 
?1 te 16. High Tide at a Marine 
1Iarsh in edfo.rd 
Pl te 18. High Tid 
sh i n 
a ine 
ord 
10 
Plate 17 .. Lo 'l ~ide t the S::une • ina 
Msrsh 
-- • to!___... T 
.. . · --- .; ~ - ~-- ~-:~ , .-:- ,., 
late 19 
------
Lo ~ Tid at th SD.me • ina 
Sh 
Pluta 20 ~ A Typical· llarine- hlarah 
Channel 
ate 22 . One Channel tyin 
into a Lar ·er Channel 
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Plate 21 A Typical .?.Tarin - farah 
Channel 
Plate 23. A ~ pio 1 p Surr ndi 
a !Tarin - lJa.rsh Cb.ann 1 
P te 24. Eelgra s Surrounding a 
Mar na- Iarsh. Channa 1 
10 
Plate 25. ;, 'Ieek Lookin BroOk T 
. ill Become a Turbu e t 
Riv r t gh T.de 
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